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Abstract. The paper gives a comprehensive presentation of a framework, embedded into
the simply typed higher-order logic, and aimed at providing a sound assistance in formal
reasoning about models of imperative programs with interleaved computations. As a case
study, a model of the Peterson’s mutual exclusion algorithm will be scrutinised in the
course of the paper illustrating applicability of the framework.
Introduction
The behaviours of programs running in parallel can become entangled to such an extent that
providing resilient assurances about these simply escapes the capabilities of mere reviewing
and testing the code. On the other hand, such assurances are hardly dispensable, for
example when safe functioning of some nearly invaluable autonomous devices is at stake. A
fundamentally rigorous and systematic reasoning about program properties in presence of
interleaving is unavoidable to this end.
From the specific perspective of safety- and mission-critical software, more recent stan-
dards encourage application of formal methods in certification processes. On the other
hand, they also demand to explicitly outline the limits of the chosen method regarding com-
pliance with the actual requirements specification, as the formal methods supplement to
DO-178C [Rad11] in particular stresses. Indeed, like with outcomes of any other measure,
applicability of formally derived conclusions to requirements on eventual implementations
is bound to series of assumptions that one shall attempt to keep as short and reasonable as
possible.
In comparison to the sequential case, development of concurrent software has signifi-
cantly more sources for this kind of assumptions. For example, it is a common practice
to model and verify sequential programs at a conveniently structured level and to rely on
a compiler that translates these to an assembly code with some corresponding behaviour.
However, in the context of interleaved computations one can observe that such compilations
in particular tend to fraction the granularity, modelled at the structured level, meaning that
their outcomes could potentially be exposed to interferences that were basically ruled out
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2 M. BORTIN
when reasoning about their structured counterparts or, in other words, were implicitly as-
sumed to be nonexistent.
To address these kinds of problems in a cohesive manner, the paper presents a frame-
work geared towards verification and transformation of models of imperative concurrent
programs encompassing state abstractions as well as high- and low-level language features
simultaneously. It shall enable ways to reach detailed representations by chains of trans-
formations reusing verified properties along these chains. In this sense, the approach is
particularly related to the Event-B [Abr10] method, which offers a homogeneous framework
for transformation of models of reactive systems, gradually addressing more detailed system
requirements. In contrast to Event-B, however, the presented framework is less generic as
it is specifically tailored to concurrent programs. Moreover, it is a conservative extension
to the simply typed higher-order logic and is thus as sound as the underlying logic.
A sound framework is surely a must, but addresses only a part of the problem: deriva-
tions of properties of programs that exceed the size of what is usually called a ‘toy example’
typically require an impressive amount of successive applications of various logical rules
which also need to be correctly instantiated at each particular step. Even a tiniest mis-
take during this process is likely to compromise all efforts to reach a sound conclusion.
And this is the point where proof assistants ultimately become relevant, being capable
to accomplish these complex, yet largely mechanisable, tasks in a highly reliable and effi-
cient way. Based on Robin Milner’s influential work [Mil72, Mil84], there are tools such
as [NPW02], [Har09], [Gor91] that provide the sought assistance.
Regarding related work, the paper brings together and further elaborates on the follow-
ing approaches:
- the Hoare-style rely/guarantee program logic development essentially follows the system-
atic extension [Sti88] of the Owicki-Gries method [OG76];
- the technique of blending deep and shallow embeddings with abstraction over state and
atomic state transformations has been adopted from SIMPL (Sequential Imperative Pro-
gramming Language) [Sch06];
- the light-weight approach to enable state relations as postconditions using the power of
the underlying logic has been taken from [vS15] and slightly adjusted.
The paper is structured as follows. Next section contains a superficial introduction to
the basic decisions behind the framework’s design. Section 2 gives a formal presentation
of the framework’s language accompanied by a computational model featuring interleaving.
Section 3 is devoted to program correspondences and their properties. Section 4 introduces
the relevant conditions on potential computations, and based on these, Section 5 presents a
Hoare-style program logic. Section 6 applies this to verify properties of a model of Peterson’s
mutual exclusion algorithm. Section 7 shows how the program logic can be lifted to state
relations as postconditions, whereas Section 8 utilises this extension to strengthen the results
of Section 6. Section 9 describes an approach to verification of basic liveness properties, such
that Section 10 can conclude the case study presenting how termination of the mutex model
can be established. Furthermore, in Section 11 an approach to splitting of atomic program
steps will be sketched. Finally, Section 12 concludes the paper.
1. Outlining Basic Ideas
This section contains a brief overview of some basic ideas behind the framework’s ‘low-level’
commands and program transformations involving these. Although reaching some lower
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level representations of a concurrent program does not need to be a goal of a development
process, enabling this option nonetheless mints the framework’s design in certain ways, out-
lined below. This will be accomplished without delving into much detail, appealing rather
to the intuition. The more so as assembly level languages and their execution models are not
directly in the formal scope of the paper: the claim is merely that programs having an ap-
propriate form would be evaluated by the framework’s computational model (cf. Section 2.2)
basically in the same way assembly interpreters would do.
One of the most striking differences between a structured and an assembly-level lan-
guage is that in the former case computational effects are conveniently defined for each of
the language constructors by viewing these as nodes of an abstract syntax tree. Thus, for
instance, a program cjump C to i otherwise p end; q is evaluated (cf. Section 2.2) by first
picking the node cjump C to i otherwise p end, checking if the condition C holds, and if
so, retrieving the code ρ i associated to the label i and ‘pasting’ it back, which results in
ρ i; q. Likewise, if C does not hold, we would continue with p; q. Whereas evaluations of
the node cjumpC to i otherwise p end essentially mimic processing of a conditional jump by
assembly interpreters, evaluations of cjump C to i otherwise p end; q do not: they follow the
abstract syntax tree structure and simply advance to the same q in both branches ρ i; q and
p; q once ρ i or p are done with their computations. However, such behaviour can generally
be achieved at the assembly level only when either ρ i or p concludes with an explicit jump
to the entry label of q. These considerations shall underline that invocation of jumps in
tree-structured programs demands certain preparations to make sense from the assembly
language perspective and the transformations, sketched below, take care of that.
First transformation ought to replace all conditional statements by conditional jumps
across a program, and will be backed by the observation that if C then p1 else p2 fi is
essentially the same as cjump  C to i otherwise p1 end when ρ i “ p2 ( C will denote the
complement of the condition C). As stressed above, applied to if C then p1 else p2 fi; q the
transformation would result in cjump  C to i otherwise p1 end; q with ρ i “ p2. To repair
that, if C then p1 else p2 fi; q is first replaced by the equivalent if C then p1; q else p2; q fi,
distributing all subsequent code to both branches. Now, replacing if C then p1; q else p2; q fi
yields cjump C to i otherwise p1; q end with ρ i “ p2; q, whose evaluations do not make use
of any implicit jumps and simply halt when p1; q or p2; q has been processed.
With whileC do p od we would have a similar situation: evaluations of whileC do p od; q
make use of the syntax tree structure to advance to q when C does not hold. In order to
enable a normalisation similar to the conditional statements, the syntax of while-statements
will be extended to whileC do p subsequently q od, such that whileC do p subsequently q1 od; q2
can be transformed to the equivalent while C do p subsequently q1; q2 od. Thus, having ac-
cess to all of subsequent code, while C do p subsequently q od can safely be replaced by
cjump  C to j otherwise p; jump i end with ρ i “ cjump C to j otherwise p; jump i end and
ρ j “ q. Note that the extra unconditional jump following p is not completely ‘for free’ and
will appear in form of an extra skip when defining how whileC do p subsequently q od shall
be evaluated.
Successive applications of the above transformations using consistent labelling eventu-
ally reach an equivalent ‘while-free’ program which essentially corresponds to flat lists of
labelled instructions. For instance, p ‖ q with some sequential p and q would yield two such
lists: one corresponding to p and one – to q.
To sum up, this section outlined questions that arise when viewing programs, where
conditional and while-statements are replaced by jumps, from the perspective of an assembly
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interpreter, and how these questions are addressed by the framework. All that will reappear
in the remainder of the paper which, by contrast, is kept formal.
2. A Generic Concurrent Imperative Language
The notions of shallow and deep embeddings arise quite naturally when a language needs
to be modelled in a formal system such as a proof assistant (cf. [Har09]). The technique
applied here (cf. [Sch06]) aims to combine the merits of both. At the first glance the syntax
of the framework’s language is deeply embedded by means of a free construction. However,
all indivisible state transformations as well as control flow conditions (such as the variable
C in conditional statements mentioned in the previous section) are embedded shallowly or,
in other words, the language is generated over the logical terms having an interpretation so
that no extra evaluations are needed.
2.1. The syntax. The parameterised type Lα, where α is a type parameter representing
underlying states and L – a type constructor giving a new type for any actual type supplied
for α, captures the syntax. For example, Lintˆint would be an instance acting on the states
with two integer variables. Note that such instantiations will appear in specific modellings
only. Otherwise, states will be kept abstract for the sake of uniform reasoning.
Terms of type Lα are constructed by the following grammar:
Lα ::= skip | basic f |
cjump C to i otherwise Lα end |
while C do Lα subsequently Lα od |
if C then Lα else Lα fi |
Lα;Lα |
‖L`α |
await C do Lα od
where
- i is called a label, and ranges over the natural numbers (in principle, any infinitely count-
able set of identifiers, such as strings, might also be employed to this end);
- f is called a state transformer, and ranges over the values of type αñ α;
- C is called a state predicate, and ranges over the values of type αñ bool.
Furthermore, L`α stands for a finite, non-empty sequence of elements of type Lα. So, for
instance, ‖p1, p2, p3 constructs a new value of type Lα out of the three values of this type.
The term ‖p1, p2, p3 is then called the parallel composition of p1, p2, p3. In the sequel we
will more conveniently write p1 ‖ p2 in place of ‖p1, p2. The reasons for having ‖p1, . . . , pn
as a primitive, as opposed to the binary operator with nesting, will be outlined in the
following section. Regarding sequential composition, p1; p2; p3 will be used as a shorthand
for p1; pp2; p3q. Moreover, if C then p fi abbreviates if C then p else skip fi and, accordingly,
while C do p od stands for while C do p subsequently skip od.
A term of type Lα will be called jump-free if it does not contain any cjump, and locally
sequential if the parallel operator does not occur in it. The motivation behind this explicit
locality will also be given below.
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2.2. The computational model. This comprises two components: program steps and
environment steps. To ensure fine-grained interleaving for program steps, we follow the
principles of ‘Structural Operational Semantics’ [Plo04]. Inheriting the state abstraction
from Lα, let α be a fixed arbitrary type throughout this section.
2.2.1. Program steps. Let ρ be a code retrieve function, i.e. a function of type nat ñ Lα.
Then in the context of ρ, the effects of performing a program step are captured by means
of the relation ÑP of type Lα ˆ α ñ Lα ˆ α ñ bool, connecting two configurations that
comprise a program part of type Lα and a state part of type α. We will use the notation
ρ $ pp, σqÑP pq, σ
1q to indicate that pp, σq can be transformed via ÑP to pq, σ
1q using ρ.
This transformation is defined inductively by the rules listed in Figure 1 and explained in
more detail below.
- The rule ‘Basic’ declares one indivisible computation step given by a state transformer f .
Note that ‘indivisibility’ is actually a modelling decision: we might have a configuration
pbasic pg ˝ hq, σq transforming σ to gph σq in one atomic step but, conceptually, nothing
keeps us from breaking it in two atomic steps pbasic h; basic g, σq. This, however, would
lead to a different model with a finer granularity (cf. Section 11).
- The rules ‘CJump-True’ and ‘CJump-False’ declare how a conditional jump is handled
in dependence on C. There and throughout the paper, σ P C denotes that σ satisfies the
state predicate C. Furthermore, from now on let Jτ denote the universal predicate on
the type τ , i.e. the one which is true for any element of type τ . For the sake of brevity
we will just write J whenever τ is clear from the context. In particular, considering
configurations over a fixed arbitrary type of states α, we just write J for Jα. Now, the
unconditional jump command can be defined by
jump i
def
“ cjump J to i otherwise skip end
such that ρ $ pjump i, σqÑP pρ i, σq holds with pρ i, σq as the only possible successor of
pjump i, σq.
It is worth to be highlighted once more that the framework does not impose any
restrictions on C, except its type α ñ bool, whereas according to the rules it always
takes one step to evaluate the condition, regardless how complex it is. Such liberty
is useful in abstract modelling, but one has to keep in mind that certain interferences
could be ruled out this way. In other words, when attempting to reach some low-level
representations, C shall comprise a condition that indeed can be evaluated in one atomic
step.
- The rule ‘Await’ declares that if C is satisfied and p can terminate without being
interrupted in some state then the entire await-statement terminates in this state by
means of a single, indivisible step. By the inductive construction, await C do p od is
blocked, i.e. cannot perform any step, in cases when the current state does not satisfy
C. Thus, awaitJ do p od never blocks but creates an atomic section, which allows us to
model situations where one process forces all others to hold on with their computations
upon termination of p. As this particular construction will be used quite frequently, we
just write xpy for it.
- The rule ‘While-True’ has largely the standard form, except that it additionally accounts
for transformation to a representation using jumps, sketched in Section 1. This amounts
to the additional (and otherwise obsolete) skip in pp1; skip;x, σq that will act as a sort
of placeholder for a jump in the proof of Proposition 3.19. Here, however, this skip has
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Basic
ρ $ pbasic f, σqÑP pskip, f σq
CJump-True
σ P C
ρ $ pcjump C to i otherwise p end, σqÑP pρ i, σq
CJump-False
σ R C
ρ $ pcjump C to i otherwise p end, σqÑP pp, σq
Await
σ P C ρ $ pp, σq
‹
ÑP pskip, σ
1q
ρ $ pawait C do p od, σqÑP pskip, σ1q
Conditional-True
σ P C
ρ $ pif C then p1 else p2 fi, σqÑP pp1, σq
Conditional-False
σ R C
ρ $ pif C then p1 else p2 fi, σqÑP pp2, σq
While-True
σ P C x “ while C do p1 subsequently p2 od
ρ $ px, σqÑP pp1; skip;x, σq
While-False
σ R C
ρ $ pwhile C do p1 subsequently p2 od, σqÑP pp2, σq
Sequential
ρ $ pp1, σqÑP pp
1
1, σ
1q
ρ $ pp1; p2, σqÑP pp
1
1; p2, σ
1q
Sequential-Skip
ρ $ pskip; p, σqÑP pp, σq
Parallel
ρ $ ppi, σqÑP pp
1
i, σ
1q 1 ď i ď m m ą 0
ρ $ p‖p1, . . . pi . . . , pm, σqÑP p‖p1, . . . p1i . . . , pm, σ
1q
Parallel-Skip
@i P t1, . . . ,mu. pi “ skip m ą 0
ρ $ p‖p1, . . . , pm, σqÑP pskip, σq
Figure 1: Inductive rules for program steps.
no other effect than to delay computations, introducing an additional ‘break’ between
p1 and x which opens more possibilities for interleaving.
Notice that the computational model has more of such technical delays. It takes for
example two steps to reach p from pskip; skipq; p. In other words, the model is geared
towards enabling more interleaving which is basically safer than to cut it.
- The rule ‘Parallel’ states that a computation step ofm components composed in parallel
is accomplished by random picking of a component that can perform its step. Note that
this rule makes ÑP in general non-deterministic.
Now we can justify the choice of having ‖p1, . . . , pn as a primitive operator. Suppose
p is not skip and also not blocked by an await-statement then p ‖ pskip ‖ skipq can make
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program steps either to p ‖ skip or to p1 ‖ pskip ‖ skipq with some successor p1, whereas
pp ‖ skipq ‖ skip can do the step to pp1 ‖ skipq ‖ skip only. This observation in principle
reveals that the binary ‖ is not associative at the level of small-step computations. Al-
though the deviations might be regarded as small and technical, they nonetheless would
lead to unnecessary complications if we were not able to resort to the ‘flat’ composition
‖p1, . . . , pn instead.
2.2.2. Environment steps. In addition to ÑP , the second integral component of the com-
putational model is the already mentioned environment which can also perform indivisible
steps via the ÑE relation defined as follows: pp, σqÑE pp
1, σ1q holds iff p “ p1. That is, an
environment can arbitrarily modify the state of a configuration, leaving the program part
unchanged.
2.3. Programs. In line with the computational model, a program is constituted by a pair
pρ, pq where ρ is a retrieve function and p is a term of type Lα. It should be clear that
if p is jump-free then it does not actually need a retrieve function to perform any of its
computation steps or, more precisely, performs same steps independently of how ρ has been
defined. Therefore we will mostly omit it in such cases for the sake of brevity. By contrast,
if p contains a jump, say jump i, then the choice of a retrieve function can surely affect the
behaviour: we could have ρ $ pp, σqÑP pp1, σq and ρ
1 $ pp, σqÑP pp2, σq with potentially
arbitrarily unrelated p1 and p2 if ρ i ‰ ρ
1 i.
Furthermore, note that with certain pairs pρ, pq we could achieve something intuitively
comparable to programs comprising infinite source code. So, for instance, setting p “ jump0
and ρ i “ jump pi` 1q in principle corresponds to the ‘program’, written below in a sort of
pseudo assembly,
jump 0
0 : jump 1
1 : jump 2
. . .
(that is, i : jump i ` 1 are supposed to form separate blocks labelled by i) doing nothing
except perpetual jumping forward through the code. Such creations can surely be regarded
as a byproduct, and in the sequel we will only focus on pairs pρ, pq that are well-formed.
Intuitively, pρ, pq shall be considered well-formed if all labels that are invoked in the process
of its evaluation can be computed beforehand. Formally, we can first note that for any p
we can define the finite set of labels Jumps local p that occur in p. Further, given a set of
labels L, we can define Nρ L to be the set ti | Dj P L. i P Jumps local pρ jqu, and consider the
closure
Jumpspρ, pq
def
“
ď
ně0
N nρ pJumps local pq
A program pρ, pq is then called well-formed if Jumpspρ, pq is finite.
Further, if there is some ρ1 that coincides with ρ on Jumpspρ, pq then ρ $ pp, σqÑPpp
1, σ1q
implies ρ1 $ pp, σqÑP pp
1, σ1q for any p1, σ and σ1. In other words, ρ can arbitrarily be altered
outside of Jumpspρ, pq without any effect on evaluations of pρ, pq. In the particular case
when p is jump-free, it follows immediately from the definition that Jumpspρ, pq “ H holds
for any ρ, highlighting once more that a retrieve function does not matter in such cases.
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Lastly, taking up the question of sequentiality, a program pρ, pq is called sequential if
p is locally sequential and, moreover, ρ i is locally sequential for any label i P Jumpspρ, pq.
Clearly, if p is jump-free then pρ, pq is sequential iff p is locally sequential, regardless which ρ
we take. Also note that by contrast to local sequentiality, program steps retain sequentiality,
i.e. ρ $ pp, σqÑP pp
1, σ1q implies that pρ, p1q is sequential if pρ, pq is.
2.4. Potential computations of a program. Having defined all possible one-step trans-
formations on configurations, an infinite potential computation of a program pρ, pq comprises
a sequence of configurations
sq “ pp0, σ0q, pp1, σ1q, . . .
where p0 “ p and either ρ $ ppi, σiqÑP ppi`1, σi`1q or ppi, σiqÑE ppi`1, σi`1q holds for each
i P N. Note that any program has at least one such computation, since any type has at
least one inhabitant such that some environment step can always be performed.
In the sequel sq i will denote the i-th configuration of sq , whereas Ppsq iq and Spsq iq –
the program and the state of this configuration, respectively.
Furthermore, let n|sq and
n|sq denote the sequences obtained by taking the first n
configurations from sq , and by removing the first n configurations from sq , respectively. If
sq is an infinite computation and n ą 0 then n|sq yields a finite potential computation of p
sq 1 “ pp0, σ0q, . . . , ppn´1, σn´1q
of length n, denoted by |sq 1|. In case a computation sq is already finite, the prefix n|sq is a
finite potential computation as well, provided 0 ă n ď |sq | holds. Similarly, the condition
i ă |sq | must be provided when accessing the i-th configuration sq i in finite cases.
Moreover, when sq is finite, for m|sq to be well-defined m ď |sq | must be provided, but
it yields a potential computation of Ppsqmq only if m ă |sq | holds, as it would be empty
otherwise. In case sq is an infinite sequence, m|sq is one of its infinite suffixes. Generally, we
have m|sq i “ sq i`m, i.e. the i-th configuration of the suffix is the pi `mq-th configuration
of the original sequence.
Two finite computations sq and sq 1 can be composed to a single computation of length
|sq | ` |sq 1| ´ 1 provided the last configuration of sq is the same as the first of sq 1. In such
cases we can drop the first configuration of sq 1 taking the suffix 1|sq 1 (which could also be
empty, just meaning that sq is already the composition) and attach it to sq by means of
the first transition of sq 1.
By vpwωρ and vpwρ we summarise the sets of all infinite and finite potential computations
of pρ, pq, respectively. Since computation steps of a jump-free p do not depend on the choice
of ρ, we will write vpwω and vpw in such cases. It is worth noting that the explicit distinction
between finite and infinite computations will be useful later on: the Hoare-style program
logic (cf. Section 5) will conveniently focus on finite computations, taking accounts of the
infinite ones only implicitly. However, vpwω will be inevitable for reasoning about liveness
(cf. Section 9).
Next section is devoted to program correspondences: a generic approach to semantic
relations between programs, covering in particular all transformations, sketched in Section 1.
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3. Stepwise Correspondence between Programs
Let X be a relation of type Lα ˆ Lβ ñ bool, where α and β are state type abstractions.
Further, let r be of type αˆ β ñ bool, i.e. a relation between the underlying states, and ρ
and ρ1 – two retrieve functions of type natñ Lα and natñ Lβ, respectively. Then X is a
simulation w.r.t. ρ, ρ1 and r if the following conditions hold:
(1) if pp, qq P X and pσ1, σ2q P r then for any program step ρ
1 $ pq, σ2qÑP pq
1, σ12q there is
a program step ρ $ pp, σ1qÑP pp
1, σ11q such that pp
1, q1q P X and pσ11, σ
1
2q P r,
(2) if pskip, qq P X then q “ skip,
(3) and if pp, skipq P X then p “ skip.
Definition 3.1. Two programs pρ, pq and pρ1, qq correspond w.r.t. r if there exists some
X that contains the pair pp, qq and is a simulation w.r.t. ρ, ρ1 and r. This will be denoted
by ρ, ρ1 |ù p Ěr q. Furthermore, we say that pρ, pq and pρ
1, qq mutually correspond w.r.t. r
if additionally ρ1, ρ |ù q Ěr˝ p holds, where r
˝ is the converse of r. This, in turn, will be
denoted by ρ, ρ1 |ù p «r q.
The notation ρ |ù p Ěr q will be used whenever the retrieve functions ρ and ρ
1 are the same,
and write ρ, ρ1 |ù p Ě q when r is the identity relation on the underlying states. In line with
the correspondence, we also write ρ, ρ1 |ù p « q whenever r is an identity, and ρ |ù p «r q
when ρ and ρ1 are the same.
3.1. Properties of correspondences. Firstly, notice that the singleton set tpskip, skipqu is
trivially a simulation with respect to any (appropriately typed) ρ, ρ1 and r. Hence, ρ, ρ1 |ù
skip Ěr skip holds, i.e. the correspondence relation is not empty for any ρ, ρ
1 and r. It
also follows immediately from the definition that the inequalities ρ, ρ1 |ù x Ěr skip and
ρ, ρ1 |ù skip Ěr x possess only one solution x “ skip.
Proposition 3.2. Assume ρ, ρ1 |ù p Ěr q, pσ1, σ2q P r and ρ
1 $ pq, σ2q
n
ÑP pq
1, σ12q with
n P N. Then there exist p1, σ11 such that ρ $ pp, σ1q
n
ÑP pp
1, σ11q with ρ, ρ
1 |ù p1 Ěr q
1 and
pσ11, σ
1
2q P r.
Proof. ρ, ρ1 |ù p Ěr q gives us a simulation X w.r.t. ρ, ρ
1, r. By induction on n we obtain
some p1, σ11 such that ρ $ pp, σ1q
n
ÑP pp
1, σ11q with pp
1, q1q P X and pσ11, σ
1
2q P r.
Note that the above statement is in general not true with ρ, ρ1 |ù p «r q in place of
ρ, ρ1 |ù p Ěr q.
Next proposition shows how correspondences can be composed. There and in what
follows, r ˛ s denotes the relational composition tpa, bq | Dc. pa, cq P r ^ pc, bq P su.
Proposition 3.3. If ρ1, ρ2 |ù p1 Ěr p2 and ρ2, ρ3 |ù p2 Ěs p3 then ρ1, ρ3 |ù p1 Ěr˛s p3.
Proof. The assumptions give us two simulations: X1 w.r.t. ρ1, ρ2, r containing pp1, p2q, and
X2 w.r.t. ρ2, ρ3, s containing pp2, p3q. We use their composition X1 ˛X2 containing pp1, p3q,
as a witness to establish the conclusion: that X1 ˛ X2 is a simulation w.r.t. ρ1, ρ3, r ˛ s
follows from the simulation properties of X1 and X2.
With identity in place of r, the above statement assumes the following form.
Corollary 3.4. If ρ1, ρ2 |ù p1 Ě p2 and ρ2, ρ3 |ù p2 Ě p3 then ρ1, ρ3 |ù p1 Ě p3.
The following proposition states that Ě is also reflexive and, hence, a preorder.
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Proposition 3.5. ρ |ù p Ě p.
Proof. The relevant set is the identity on Lα, which is a simulation with respect to the
identity on α.
Thus, ρ |ù p « q is an equivalence relation and, in particular, allows us to exchange p
and q arbitrarily when reasoning with correspondences.
Regarding more specific equivalences, one would expect the sequential composition to
be associative. As mentioned in the previous section, the question of associativity of the
parallel operator does not arise since we can apply it to any finite non-empty sequence of
components. However, one would expect the parallel composition to be commutative.
Proposition 3.6. ρ |ù p1; p2; p3 « pp1; p2q; p3.
Proof. We show ρ |ù p1; p2; p3 Ě pp1; p2q; p3, whereas the opposite direction follows similarly.
The set X
def
“ tpu; p2; p3, pu; p2q; p3q | u P Ju Y id contains the pair p1; p2; p3 and pp1; p2q; p3.
Further, suppose ρ $ ppu; p2q; p3, σqÑP px, σ
1q for some u. If u “ skip then x “ p2; p3 and
σ1 “ σ, such that we can match this by ρ $ pskip; p2; p3, σqÑP pp2; p3, σq. If u ‰ skip then
there is a step ρ $ pu, σqÑP pu
1, σ1q with some u1 such that x “ pu1; p2q; p3. Also in this
case we have ρ $ pu; p2; p3, σqÑP pu
1; p2; p3, σ
1q with pu1; p2; p3, pu
1; p2q; p3q P X.
Proposition 3.7. Let pi be a permutation on t1, . . . ,mu with m ą 0, and assume qi “ ppipiq
for all i P t1, . . . ,mu. Then ρ |ù ‖p1, . . . , pm Ě ‖q1, . . . , qm.
Proof. Let X
def
“ tp‖u1, . . . , um, ‖v1, . . . , vmq | @i P t1, . . . ,mu. vi “ upipiqu Y tpskip, skipqu.
Further, suppose ρ $ p‖v1, . . . , vm, σqÑP px, σ
1q and p‖u1, . . . , um, ‖v1, . . . , vmq P X hold. If
x is skip so are all of v1, . . . , vm and we are done.
Otherwise there is some i P t1, . . . ,mu such that ρ $ p‖v1, . . . , vi, . . . , vm, σqÑP px, σ
1q
holds with x “ ‖v1, . . . , w, . . . , vm due to a step ρ $ pvi, σqÑP pw, σ
1q. Since vi “ upipiq, we
can match it by ρ $ p‖u1, . . . , upipiq, . . . , um, σqÑP p‖u1, . . . , w, . . . , um, σ
1q.
Corollary 3.8. Let pi be a permutation on t1, . . . ,mu with m ą 0, and assume qi “ ppipiq
for all i P t1, . . . ,mu. Then ρ |ù ‖p1, . . . , pm « ‖q1, . . . , qm.
Proof. The direction ρ |ù ‖p1, . . . , pm Ě ‖q1, . . . , qm follows straight from the previous propo-
sition. Turning the things around, we once more apply Proposition 3.7, but now with pi´1
for pi. This is sound since pi “ ppippi´1piqq “ qpi´1piq holds for all i P t1, . . . ,mu.
3.2. Closure properties. One of the central goals of this section is to enable derivations
of program correspondences in a syntax-driven manner.
Proposition 3.9. Assume m ą 0 and ρ, ρ1 |ù pi Ěr qi for all i with 1 ď i ď m. Then
ρ, ρ1 |ù ‖p1, . . . , pm Ěr ‖q1, . . . , qm.
Proof. From the assumption we obtain simulations X1, . . . ,Xm w.r.t. ρ, ρ
1, r such that
ppi, qiq P Xi for all i P t1, . . . ,mu. Then let
X
def
“ tp‖u1, . . . , um, ‖v1, . . . , vmq | @i P t1, . . . ,mu. pui, viq P Xiu Y tpskip, skipqu
which contains the pair p‖p1, . . . , pm, ‖q1, . . . , qmq. Further, to show that X is a simulation
w.r.t. ρ, ρ1, r suppose we have a step ρ1 $ p‖v1, . . . , vm, σ2qÑP px, σ
1
2q with pσ1, σ2q P r and
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p‖u1, . . . , um, ‖v1, . . . , vmq P X. If x “ skip then vi “ skip for all i P t1, . . . ,mu, and therefore
ui “ skip for all i P t1, . . . ,mu as well, since pui, viq P Xi.
If x ‰ skip then for some i P t1, . . . ,mu we have a step ρ1 $ pvi, σ2qÑP pv
1
i, σ
1
2q such
that x “ ‖v1, . . . , v
1
i, . . . , vm holds. Since pui, viq P Xi and pσ1, σ2q P r, we obtain some
u1i and σ
1
1 such that ρ $ pui, σ1qÑP pu
1
i, σ
1
1q holds with pu
1
i, v
1
iq P Xi and pσ
1
1, σ
1
2q P r.
This enables the transition ρ $ p‖u1, . . . , ui, . . . , um, σ1qÑP p‖u1, . . . , u
1
i, . . . , um, σ
1
1q with
p‖u1, . . . , u
1
i, . . . , um, ‖v1, . . . , v
1
i, . . . , vmq P X.
Proposition 3.10. If ρ, ρ1 |ù p1 Ěr q1 and ρ, ρ
1 |ù p2 Ěr q2 then ρ, ρ
1 |ù p1; p2 Ěr q1; q2.
Proof. From the assumptions we get simulations X1,X2 w.r.t. ρ, ρ
1, r with pp1, q1q P X1
and pp2, q2q P X2. Then let X be defined by tpu; p2, v; q2q | pu, vq P X1u Y X2, such that
pp1; p2, q1; q2q P X. Further, let ρ
1 $ pv; q2, σ2qÑP px, σ
1
2q with pσ1, σ2q P r and pu, vq P X1.
If v “ skip then u “ skip and x “ q2 and σ
1
2 “ σ2, such that we are done, since pp2, q2q P X2
and X2 Ď X.
If v ‰ skip then we have a step ρ1 $ pv, σ2qÑP pv
1, σ12q such that x “ v
1; p12. Since
pu, vq P X1, we also have a step ρ $ pu, σ1qÑP pu
1, σ11q with pσ
1
1, σ
1
2q P r and pu
1, v1q P X1.
Therefore, ρ $ pu; p2, σ1qÑP pu
1; p2, σ
1
1q with pu
1; p2, xq P X.
In the following three propositions we also have to take accounts of branching and
blocking conditions.
Proposition 3.11. Assume
(1) ρ, ρ1 |ù p1 Ěr p2,
(2) ρ, ρ1 |ù q1 Ěr q2,
(3) σ1 P C1 iff σ2 P C2 for any pσ1, σ2q P r.
Then ρ, ρ1 |ù if C1 then p1 else q1 fi Ěr if C2 then p2 else q2 fi.
Proof. From (1) and (2) we get simulations Xp,Xq w.r.t. ρ, ρ
1, r with pp1, p2q P Xp and
pq1, q2q P Xq. Then let X
def
“ Xp YXq Y tpif C1 then p1 else q1 fi, if C2 then p2 else q2 fiqu.
First, note that as the union of simulations, Xp Y Xq is again a simulation. Then
for the remaining case, suppose we have ρ1 $ pif C2 then p2 else q2 fi, σ2qÑP px, σ
1
2q and
pσ1, σ2q P r. If σ2 P C2 then x “ p2 and, since σ1 P C1 by (3), we get the transition
ρ $ pif C1 then p1 else q1 fi, σ1qÑP pp1, σ
1
1q with pσ
1
1, σ
1
2q P r. Likewise with σ2 R C2.
Proposition 3.12. Assume
(1) ρ, ρ1 |ù p1 Ěr p2,
(2) ρ, ρ1 |ù q1 Ěr q2,
(3) σ1 P C1 iff σ2 P C2 for any pσ1, σ2q P r.
Then ρ, ρ1 |ù while C1 do p1 subsequently q1 od Ěr while C2 do p2 subsequently q2 od.
Proof. From (1) and (2) we get simulations Xp,Xq w.r.t. ρ, ρ
1, r with pp1, p2q P Xp and
pq1, q2q P Xq. The relevant set of pairs is, however, slightly more involved than in the
previous proof:
X
def
“ tpL,Rq, pskip ; L, skip ; Rqu Y tpu ; skip ; L, v ; skip ; Rq | pu, vq P Xpu YXq
where L is while C1 do p1 subsequently q1 od, whereas R – while C2 do p2 subsequently q2 od.
Further, assume pσ1, σ2q P r and consider the following cases.
First suppose we have a step ρ1 $ pR,σ2qÑP px, σ
1
2q. If σ2 P C2 then x “ p2 ; skip ; R
and σ12 “ σ2. This can be matched by ρ $ pL, σ1qÑP pp1 ; skip ; L, σ1q, since σ1 P C1 by
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(3), and ppp1 ; skip ; L, p2 ; skip ; Rq P X. If σ2 R C2 then x “ q2 and σ
1
2 “ σ2, which can be
matched by ρ $ pL, σ1qÑP pq1, σ1q.
Further, the case ρ1 $ pskip ; R,σ2qÑP pR,σ2q is clear, since the step can be matched
by ρ $ pskip ; L, σ1qÑP pL, σ1q.
Finally, suppose we have ρ1 $ pv ; skip;R,σ2qÑP px, σ
1
2q and pu, vq P Xp. If v “ skip then
u “ skip, which leads to essentially the same situation as in the previous case. Otherwise
there exists some v1 such that ρ1 $ pv, σ2qÑP pv
1, σ12q and x “ v
1 ; skip ; R. Since Xp is a
simulation, we also have a transition ρ $ pu, σ1qÑPpu
1, σ11qwith pu
1, v1q P Xp and pσ
1
1, σ
1
2q P r.
This, in turn, enables the matching step ρ $ pu ; skip ; L, σ1qÑP pu
1 ; skip ; L, σ11q.
Proposition 3.13. Assume
(1) ρ, ρ1 |ù p1 Ěr p2,
(2) σ2 P C2 implies σ1 P C1 for any pσ1, σ2q P r.
Then ρ, ρ1 |ù await C1 do p1 od Ěr await C2 do p2 od.
Proof. In order to establish ρ, ρ1 |ù await C1 do p1 od Ěr await C2 do p2 od let X be
defined by tpawait C1 do p1 od, await C2 do p2 odq, pskip, skipqu. Further, suppose we have
some pσ1, σ2q P r and a step ρ
1 $ pawait C2 do p2 od, σ2qÑP px, σ
1
2q. This entails σ2 P C2,
ρ1 $ pp2, σ2q
‹
ÑP pskip, σ
1
2q and x “ skip. Then using (1), from Proposition 3.2 we obtain
some σ11 such that ρ $ pp1, σ1q
‹
ÑP pskip, σ
1
1q and pσ
1
1, σ
1
2q P r. Since σ1 P C1 holds by (2),
this enables the matching step ρ $ pawait C1 do p1 od, σ1qÑP pskip, σ
1
1q.
Lastly, the remaining two propositions show how correspondences between indivisible
steps can be established.
Proposition 3.14. If pf σ1, g σ2q P r for all pσ1, σ2q P r then ρ, ρ
1 |ù basic f Ěr basic g.
Proof. From the assumption we can infer that the set tpbasic f, basic gq, pskip, skipqu is a
simulation w.r.t. ρ, ρ1, r.
Proposition 3.15. Assume that for any pσ1, σ2q P r there exists σ
1
1 such that pσ
1
1, f σ2q P r
and ρ $ pp, σ1q
‹
ÑP pskip, σ
1
1q hold. Then ρ, ρ
1 |ù xpy Ěr basic f .
Proof. Let X
def
“ tpxpy, basic fq, pskip, skipqu. In order to establish that X is a simulation
w.r.t. ρ, ρ1, r, suppose we have some pσ1, σ2q P r, such that from the assumption we further
obtain σ11 with pσ
1
1, f σ2q P r and ρ $ pp, σ1q
‹
ÑP pskip, σ
1
1q. Since ρ $ pp, σ1q
‹
ÑP pskip, σ
1
1q
implies ρ $ pxpy, σ1qÑP pskip, σ
1
1q, we are done.
3.3. Sequential normalisation. Section 1 pointed out the necessity of code restructurings
prior to transformations of conditional and while-statements into corresponding representa-
tions using jumps. Next two propositions justify these restructurings semantically.
Proposition 3.16. The following equivalence holds:
ρ |ù if C then p1 else p2 fi; q « if C then p1; q else p2; q fi.
Proof. We establish ρ |ù if C then p1 else p2 fi ; q Ě if C then p1; q else p2; q fi by means of
the set tpif C then p1 else p2 fi ; q, if C then p1; q else p2; q fiqu Y id. Suppose we have a step
ρ $ pif C then p1; q else p2; q fi, σqÑP px, σ
1q. If σ P C then x “ p1; q and σ
1 “ σ. This
enables the matching step ρ $ pif C then p1 else p2 fi ; q, σqÑP pp1; q, σq. The case σ R C is
symmetric and the opposite direction ρ |ù ifC then p1; q else p2; q fi Ě ifC then p1 else p2 fi; q
can be concluded likewise.
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Proposition 3.17. The following equivalence holds:
ρ |ù while C do p1 subsequently p2 od; q « while C do p1 subsequently p2; q od.
Proof. As in the previous proof, we first show the direction ρ |ù L Ě R where L abbreviates
whileC do p1 subsequently p2 od ; q and R – whileC do p1 subsequently p2; q od. This is done
by means of the set X
def
“ tpskip;L, skip;Rq, pL,Rqu Y tpv; skip;L, v; skip;Rq | v P Ju Y id.
The case with pskip;L, skip;Rq is clear. Next, suppose ρ $ pR,σqÑP px, σ
1q. If σ P C
then x “ p1; skip;R and σ
1 “ σ. Then the step from pL, σq to the configuration pp1; skip;L, σq
matches that with pp1; skip;L, xq P X. If σ R C then x “ p2; q and σ
1 “ σ, such that we can
make a step from pL, σq to exactly the same configuration.
Finally, suppose ρ $ pv; skip;R,σqÑP px, σ
1q. If v “ skip then x “ skip;R and σ1 “ σ,
and we accordingly have ρ $ pskip; skip;L, σqÑP pskip;L, σq. If v ‰ skip then there is
some v1 with ρ $ pv, σqÑP pv
1, σ1q such that x “ v1; skip;R. This enables the step ρ $
pv; skip;L, σqÑP pv
1; skip;L, σ1q.
The opposite direction, i.e. ρ |ù R Ě L, follows in a symmetric way.
Note that these equivalences subsume ρ |ù if C then p fi ; q « if C then p ; q else skip ; q fi
and ρ |ù while C do p od ; q « while C do p subsequently skip ; q od.
3.4. Replacing conditional and while-statements by jumps.
Proposition 3.18. The following equivalence holds:
ρ |ù if C then p else ρ j fi « cjump C to j otherwise p end.
Proof. Taking the set of pairs tpif C then p else ρ j fi, cjump  C to j otherwise p endqu Y id
for the Ě-direction and tpcjump  C to j otherwise p end, if C then p else ρ j fiqu Y id for the
opposite.
Next proof is the only motivation for the extra skip in the rule ‘While-True’ (cf. Figure 1).
Proposition 3.19. Assume
(1) ρ i “ cjump C to j otherwise p; jump i end,
(2) ρ j “ q.
Then ρ |ù while C do p subsequently q od « cjump C to j otherwise p; jump i end.
Proof. A set of pairs to establish the Ě-direction is
X
def
“ tpL, ρ iq, pskip;L, jump iqu Y tpu; skip;L, u; jump i | u P Ju Y id
where L abbreviates while C do p subsequently q od.
First, suppose we have a transition ρ $ pρ i, σqÑP px, σ
1q with some x, σ and σ1. If
σ P C then x “ p; jump i and σ1 “ σ. We can match that by ρ $ pL, σqÑP pp; skip;L, σq
since pp; skip;L, p; jump iq P X. If σ R C then x “ ρ j “ q and σ1 “ σ, such that we can
make a step from pL, σq to exactly the same configuration.
Next, if we have a transition ρ $ pjump i, σqÑP pρ i, σq then this is matched by the only
possible transition ρ $ pskip;L, σqÑP pL, σq, since pL, ρpiqq P X.
Finally, suppose ρ $ pu; jump i, σqÑP px, σ
1q with some u. If u “ skip then x “ jump i
and σ1 “ σ, which is matched by ρ $ pskip; skip;L, σqÑP pskip;L, σq. Otherwise, there is a
step ρ $ pu, σqÑP pu
1, σ1q with some u1 such that x “ u1; jump i. This enables the transition
ρ $ pu; skip;L, σqÑP pu
1; skip;L, σ1q with pu1; skip;L, u1; jump iq P X.
The opposite direction can be shown likewise.
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Note that the aim of the above proposition is merely to convey the basic principle
behind the transformation. In particular, the statement does not take into account that
p; jump i on the rhs can, in turn, become subject to the sequential normalisation.
4. Conditions on Potential Computations
This section takes up the topic of potential computations and puts program correspondence
in that context. We start with the conditions allowing us to systematically restrict the set
of potential computations of a program.
Definition 4.1. Let R be a state relation. Then the environment condition Envω R com-
prises the set of infinite potential computations sq satisfying pSpsq iq,Spsq i`1qq P R for any
i P N with sq iÑE sq i`1.
We need to recast the definition to finite computations.
Definition 4.2. Let R be a state relation. Then the environment condition EnvR comprises
the set of finite potential computations sq satisfying pSpsq iq,Spsq i`1qq P R for any i ă
|sq | ´ 1 with sq iÑE sq i`1.
The reason for this distinction is the following. The set of actual computations (cf. [Sti88])
of a program is a subset of its potential computations and comprises those without any envi-
ronment steps. Now, consider Envω K and Env K, where K denotes the empty relation – the
opposite to the already introduced J. Then EnvωK specifies all infinite actual computations,
whereas Env K – all finite. There are, however, terminating programs that do have only
finite actual computations, which consequently form a subset of Env K but not of Envω K.
In other words, we do not get Env K just by prefixing Envω K. Nonetheless, for the sake of
brevity, in the sequel only Env R will be used, as it will be clear from the context which
version is meant.
Definition 4.3. Let G be a state relation. Then the program condition Prog G comprises
the set of infinite potential computations sq satisfying pSpsq iq,Spsq i`1qq P G for any i P N
with ρ $ sq iÑP sq i`1, as well as all finite non-empty prefixes thereof.
Definition 4.4. Let C be a state predicate. A (finite or infinite) potential computation sq
satisfies the input condition In C if Spsq0q P C. Furthermore, a (finite or infinite) potential
computation sq , where for the first index i with sq i “ pskip, σq, if such exists, we have σ P C,
satisfies the output condition Out C.
Note that the definition of output conditions is, in essence, the same as in [Sti88].
4.1. Program correspondence and finite potential computations. The following
proposition resorts to environment conditions in order to describe how finite potential com-
putations can be replayed along program correspondences.
Proposition 4.5. Assume ρ, ρ1 |ù p Ěr q, sq
q P vqwρ1, sq
q P EnvR1, r˛R1 Ď R˛r. Moreover,
let σ be a state with pσ,Spsqq0qq P r. Then there exists a computation sq
p P vpwρ with the
same length as sqq such that the following conditions hold:
(1) Spsqp0q “ σ,
(2) sqp P Env R,
(3) pSpsqpi q,Spsq
q
i qq P r for any i ă |sq
q|,
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(4) ρ, ρ1 |ù Ppsqpi q Ěr Ppsq
q
i q for any i ă |sq
q|,
(5) sqpi ÑE sq
p
i`1 iff sq
q
i ÑE sq
q
i`1 for any i ă |sq
q| ´ 1.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the length of sqq. The case |sqq| “ 0 is trivial, since
sqq P vqwρ1 implies that sq
q is not empty. Next, if |sqq| “ 1 then we can take the singleton
sequence pp, σq P vpwρ which satisfies the conditions (1)–(5).
Further, suppose sqq “ sqq0, . . . , sq
q
n´1, sq
q
n with n ą 1, such that n|sq
q “ sqq0, . . . , sq
q
n´1
is a non-empty prefix of sqq. Hence, n|sq
q P vqwρ1XEnv R
1 holds, such that by the induction
hypothesis we obtain some computation sqp P vpwρ with |sq
p| “ n satisfying the conditions
(1)–(5). In particular, we have
(a) pSpsqpn´1q,Spsq
q
n´1qq P r and
(b) ρ, ρ1 |ù Ppsqpn´1q Ěr Ppsq
q
n´1q.
In case of an environment step sqqn´1ÑE sq
q
n, pSpsq
q
n´1q,Spsq
q
nqq P R1 follows from the
assumption sqq P Env R1. Hence, with (a) we can infer pSpsqpn´1q,Spsq
q
nqq P r ˛R1, and from
r ˛R1 Ď R ˛ r consequently obtain some σ1 such that pSpsqpn´1q, σ
1q P R and pσ1,Spsqqnqq P r
hold. Thus, we can extend sqp to sqp0, . . . , sq
p
n´1, pPpsq
p
n´1q, σ
1q, which is a computation in
vpwρ satisfying the conditions (1)–(5).
Otherwise, assume a program step ρ1 $ sqqn´1ÑP sq
q
n. Then (a) and (b) entail a
corresponding program step ρ $ sqpn´1ÑP pp
1, σ1q, such that ρ, ρ1 |ù p1 Ěr Ppsq
q
nq and
pσ1,Spsqqnqq P r hold. Using this, sqp can be extended to sq
p
0, . . . , sq
p
n´1, pp
1, σ1q which is, in
turn, a computation in vpwρ satisfying the conditions (1)–(5).
5. A Hoare-style Rely/Guarantee Program Logic
Having the environment, program, input and output conditions on potential computations
defined, this section is devoted to a Hoare-style (cf. [Hoa69]) logic for reasoning about
parallel programs by means of extended Hoare triples ρ |ù tR, P u p tQ, Gu, where R
is called the rely, P – the precondition, Q – the postcondition, and G – the guarantee.
Following [Sti88], the word ‘extended’ emphasises that such triples arise by generalisation of
the Owicki-Gries method [OG76], moving annotated assertions to the level of state relations:
the rely and the guarantee, namely.
Definition 5.1. Let pρ, pq be a program, R and G – state relations, whereas P and Q –
state predicates. Then ρ |ù tR, P u p tQ, Gu holds iff Env RX In P Xvpwρ Ď Out QXProg G
does.
Next definition subsumes this, encompassing also infinite computations.
Definition 5.2. The extended Hoare triple ρ |ùω tR, P u p tQ, Gu holds iff
(1) Env RX In P X vpwωρ Ď Out QX Prog G and
(2) ρ |ù tR, P u p tQ, Gu
hold.
That the program logic rules can conveniently focus on finite computations without
losing anything regarding ρ |ùω tR, P u p tQ, Gu is due to the following statement.
Proposition 5.3. ρ |ùω tR, P u p tQ, Gu iff ρ |ù tR, P u p tQ, Gu.
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Proof. The if-direction amounts to showing that Env R X In P X vpwωρ Ď Out Q X Prog G
is implied by ρ |ù tR, P u p tQ, Gu. To this end, let sq be an infinite computation in vpwωρ
satisfying Env R and In P .
We first show sq P Out Q. Assume Ppsq iq “ skip for some i P N and consider the prefix
i`1|sq . Then i`1|sq P Env R X In P X vpwρ holds, such that i`1|sq P Out Q follows from the
assumption ρ |ù tR, P u p tQ, Gu. Since the last element of i`1|sq is the skip-configuration
sq i, we get some j ď i with Ppsq jq “ skip and Spsqjq P Q.
In order to establish sq P Prog G a similar argumentation can be applied. Suppose
ρ $ sq iÑP sq i`1 holds for some i P N. Now we take the prefix i`2|sq . From the assumption
ρ |ù tR, P u p tQ, Gu we can first conclude i`2|sq P Prog G, and then pSpsq iq,Spsq i`1qq P G.
The opposite direction is immediate.
5.1. The program correspondence rule. To start with the program logic, next proposi-
tion shows how extended Hoare triples can be moved along program correspondences. From
now on, let R ¨X denote the image of a set X under a relation R, i.e. tb | Da P X. pa, bq P Ru.
Proposition 5.4. Assume ρ, ρ1 |ù p Ěr q, ρ |ù tR, P u p tQ, Gu and
(1) r ˛R1 Ď R ˛ r,
(2) P 1 Ď r ¨ P ,
(3) r ¨Q Ď Q1,
(4) r˝ ˛G ˛ r Ď G1.
Then ρ1 |ù tR1, P 1u q tQ1, G1u.
Proof. Let sqq P vqwρ1 be a finite potential computation such that sq
q P Env R1XIn P 1 holds.
Then from (2) we obtain some σ P P with pσ,Spsqq0qq P r. Thus, Proposition 4.5 provides
the existence of a potential computation sqp P vpwρ such that |sq
p| “ |sqq| and
(a) sqp P Env RX In P ,
(b) pSpsqpi q,Spsq
q
i qq P r for any i ă |sq
q|,
(c) ρ, ρ1 |ù Ppsqpi q Ěr Ppsq
q
i q for any i ă |sq
q|,
(d) sqpi ÑE sq
p
i`1 iff sq
q
i ÑE sq
q
i`1 for any i ă |sq
q| ´ 1.
Further, the assumption ρ |ù tR, P u p tQ, Gu and (a) entail sqp P Out QX Prog G, which
we will use below to establish sqq P Out Q1 X Prog G1.
First, suppose Ppsqqi q “ skip for some i ă |sq
q|. Then Ppsqpi q “ skip follows from (c).
Since sqp P Out Q, there must be some j ď i with sqpj “ pskip, σq and σ P Q. Then from (b)
and (c) we can infer sqqj “ pskip, σ
1q with pσ, σ1q P r. That is, σ1 is in the image of Q under
r such that σ1 P Q1 follows from (3).
Second, in order to show sqq P ProgG1 assume ρ1 $ sqqi ÑP sq
q
i`1 with some i ă |sq
q|´1.
Then (d) ensures a program step ρ $ sqpi ÑP sq
p
i`1 at the same position, so that sq
p P ProgG
implies pSpsqpi q,Spsq
p
i`1qq P G. Furthermore, from (b) we can conclude pSpsq
p
i q,Spsq
q
i qq P r
and pSpsqpi`1q,Spsq
q
i`1qq P r. Thus, pSpsq
q
i q,Spsq
q
i`1qq P G
1 follows from (4).
In particular, assuming p “ q and taking id for r, Proposition 5.4 yields the canonical
rule of consequence. Another result of Proposition 5.4 is the following
Corollary 5.5. Assume ρ, ρ1 |ù p « q. Then ρ |ù tR, P up tQ, Gu iff ρ1 |ù tR, P u q tQ, Gu.
Proof. With id in place of r, the conditions (1)–(4) of Proposition 5.4 hold due to the
reflexivity of Ď.
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5.2. Rules for basic and skip.
Proposition 5.6. ρ |ù tR, P u skip tP, Gu.
Proof. Any computation sq P vskipwρ trivially satisfies ProgG, whereas sq P OutP is provided
by the initial configuration sq0.
Proposition 5.7. Assume
(1) R ¨ P Ď P ,
(2) P Ď tσ | f σ P Q^ pσ, f σq P Gu.
Then ρ |ù tR, P u basic f tQ, Gu.
Proof. Let sq P Env R X In P X vbasic fwρ. If sq does not contain a program step then
both, sq P Out Q and sq P Prog G, hold trivially. Otherwise, let ρ $ sqnÑP sqn`1 be the
first program step, such that sqn “ pbasic f, σnq and sqn`1 “ pskip, f σnq with some σn
hold. Furthermore, for any m ă n we have sqmÑE sqm`1 with sqm “ pbasic f, σmq and
sqm`1 “ pbasicf, σm`1q. Using the stability assumption (1) and Spsq0q P P we can conclude
that σn P P holds. Hence, f σn P Q and pσn, f σnq P G by (2). Since
n`1|sq P vskipwρ, there
are no other program steps apart from ρ $ sqnÑP sqn`1, i.e.we have sq P Prog G. Finally,
sq P Out Q holds, since sqn`1 is the first skip-configuration.
The stability assumption (1) in the above statement ensures that any environment
step retains the initial condition P , and is a general way to systematic reasoning about
interleaving. It is also worth noting that skip is the only language constructor that can get
away without any stability assumptions.
5.3. A rule for the parallel composition. The following rule and the proof are, in
essence, extensions of the rule and the proof given in [Sti88] for the binary operator p ‖ q.
Proposition 5.8. Let I “ t1, . . . ,mu with m ą 0. Furthermore, assume G is a reflexive
state relation and
(1) P Ď
Ş
kPI Pi,
(2) R Ď
Ş
kPI Ri,
(3) ρ |ù tRk, Pku pk tQk,
Ş
lPIztkuRl XGu for any k P I,
(4) Rk ¨Qk Ď Qk for any k P I,
(5)
Ş
kPI Qk Ď Q.
Then ρ |ù tR, P u ‖p1, . . . , pm tQ, Gu.
Proof. Suppose sq P Env RX In P X v ‖p1, . . . , pm wρ, and let sq
1 be the longest prefix of sq
that does not contain a skip-configuration. First, notice that if sq does not contain such a
configuration at all then sq 1 “ sq . Second, since sq 1 is a non-empty prefix of sq , we have
sq 1 P Env RX In P X v ‖p1, . . . , pm wρ as well. Third, the program part of each configuration
of sq 1 has the form ‖x1, . . . , xm.
Thus, sq 1 can be ‘split’ into m computations sqk P vpkwρ for k P I, all having the same
length |sq 1| such that
(a) Ppsq 1iq “ ‖Ppsq
1
i q, . . . ,Ppsq
m
i q for any i ă |sq
1|,
(b) Spsq 1iq “ Spsq
k
i q for any i ă |sq
1| and k P I,
(c) sq 1iÑE sq
1
i`1 iff for all k P I we have sq
k
i ÑE sq
k
i`1, for any i ă |sq
1| ´ 1.
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By this construction, sqk P In Pk follows immediately from (1) for any k P I.
Next, we show by contradiction that sqk P Env Rk holds for all k P I as well. Assuming
the opposite, the set
Ť
kPIMk where
Mk
def
“ ti | i ă |sq 1| ´ 1^ sqki ÑE sq
k
i`1 ^ pSpsqiq,Spsqi`1qq R Rku
is not empty. Then let µ be the least index in
Ť
kPIMk and let kµ P I be chosen such that µ P
Mkµ . Note that there must be some n P I with a program step at µ, i.e. ρ $ sq
n
µÑP sq
n
µ`1,
for otherwise we could first conclude sq 1µÑE sq
1
µ`1 by (c), then pSpsqµq,Spsqµ`1qq P R
from sq P Env R, and finally pSpsqµq,Spsqµ`1qq P Rkµ by (2). Further, note that the prefix
µ`2|sq
n must satisfy Env Rn. Otherwise there would be some j ă µ with sq
n
j ÑE sq
n
j`1 and
pSpsqjq,Spsqj`1qq R Rn, i.e. j PMn contradicting to µ ď j. Thus, µ`2|sq
n P In Pn X Env Rn
such that µ`2|sq
n P Prog p
Ş
lPIztnuRl XGq follows from (3). Since kµ ‰ n, for the program
step ρ $ sqnµÑP sq
n
µ`1 this yields pSpsqµq,Spsqµ`1qq P Rkµ , in contradiction to µ PMkµ .
The intermediate result is that sqk P vpkwρ X In Pk X Env Rk holds for all k P I, such
that sqk P OutQkXProg p
Ş
lPIztkuRlXGq follows from (3) for all k P I. This will be utilised
in the remainder of the proof showing sq P Out QX Prog G.
First, in order to establish sq P Out Q, let n “ |sq 1| and assume some j ă |sq | with
Ppsq jq “ skip. Then n ď j since sq
1 does not contain any skip-configurations. Further, the
step of sq at the position n ´ 1 must be a program step to the first skip-configuration, for
otherwise sq 1 would not be the longest prefix without reaching a skip-configuration. That
is, we have ρ $ sqn´1ÑP sqn with sqn´1 “ p‖skip, . . . , skip, σq and sqn “ pskip, σq for some
state σ and need to show σ P Q. Since sqk P Out Qk and sq
k
n´1 “ pskip, σq hold for all k P I,
we obtain sqkik “ pskip, σikq with σik P Qk and ik ď n ´ 1 for all k P I. The assumption
(4) ensures that each Qk is retained by all steps of sq
k from ik on, since these can comprise
environment steps only. Therefore, we can first infer σ P
Ş
kPI Qk, and then σ P Q by (5).
Regarding the program condition, assume ρ $ sq iÑP sq i`1 with i ă |sq | ´ 1 and let
n “ |sq 1|. If i ă n´1 then from (c) follows that there exists some k P I with ρ $ sqki ÑP sq
k
i`1
and, since sqk P Prog G holds, we can conclude pSpsq iq,Spsq i`1qq “ pSpsq
k
i q,Spsq
k
i`1qq P G.
Further, if i ` 1 “ n then sq i “ p‖skip, . . . , skip, σq and sq i`1 “ pskip, σq with some state σ
must hold, since otherwise sq 1 would not be the longest prefix without a skip-configuration.
This step is covered by the reflexivity assumption on G. Finally, if i ě n then sq i must be
a skip-configuration, which contradicts the assumption ρ $ sq iÑP sq i`1.
By setting m “ 2, the statement of Proposition 5.8 assumes the following form.
Corollary 5.9. Assume G is reflexive and
(1) P Ď P1 X P2,
(2) R Ď R1 XR2,
(3) ρ |ù tR1, P1u p1 tQ1, R2 XGu,
(4) ρ |ù tR2, P2u p2 tQ2, R1 XGu,
(5) R1 ¨Q1 Ď Q1,
(6) R2 ¨Q2 Ď Q2,
(7) Q1 XQ2 Ď Q.
Then ρ |ù tR, P u p1 ‖ p2 tQ, Gu.
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These rules enable structured reasoning about interleaved computations, but are far
from being complete: the famous ‘parallel increment’
parallel-inc
def
“ x :“ x` 1 ‖ x :“ x` 1
acts as a witness for that, which will be explicitly highlighted below. To this end, we first
exactly describe how actual programs working on actual states can be represented.
In what follows, any state σ on which a program operates comprises a mapping that
sends each state variable that occurs in the program (such as x in parallel-inc above) to a
value of a fixed type assigned to the variable, e.g. σx is an integer in parallel-inc. Then an
assignment of an appropriately typed term t to a state variable a amounts to the indivisible
step basicpλσ.σra:“tsq, where σra:“ts denotes the updated state sending a to t and any b ‰ a
– to σb. Whenever a state variable occurs in t, such as x in x ` 1, it actually stands for
σx. That is, the assignment x :“ x ` 1 is a shorthand for basicpλσ. σrx:“σx`1sq. Similar
conventions apply to state predicates: a condition like a “ 0 is a shorthand for tσ |σa “ 0u.
Moreover, with state relations we will resort to prime variables: for instance a “ a1^b “ a1
stands for tpσ, σ1q | σa “ σ1a^ σb “ σ1au.
Now, consider the following extended Hoare triple:
|ù tK, x “ 0u parallel-inc tx “ 2, Ju (5.1)
where the rely condition K rules out any environment that could interleave with parallel-inc.
It is actually not too difficult to directly verify that (5.1) is indeed a property of parallel-inc:
this amounts to checking the postcondition on seven computations starting from σrx:“0s and
performing up to three program steps.
On the other hand, it is impossible to derive the same property immediately using the
parallel rule in Corollary 5.9 because, assuming the opposite, we would have found some
Ri, Pi, Qi with i P t1, 2u such that
(1) |ù tR1, P1u x :“ x` 1 tQ1, R2u,
(2) |ù tR2, P2u x :“ x` 1 tQ2, R1u
and, moreover, σrx:“0s P P1 X P2 and Q1 XQ2 Ď x “ 2 hold. Then from (1) we could infer
σrx:“1s P Q1, provided by the computation px :“ x`1, σrx:“0sqÑPpskip, σrx:“1sq that trivially
satisfies Env R1. Since σrx:“1s P Q2 similarly follows from (2), we have σrx:“1s P Q1 X Q2
and therefore a contradiction in form of σrx:“1s P px “ 2q.
However, this shall not lead to the hasty conclusion that (5.1) is not derivable by
the rules at all, for it is: in order to apply the parallel rule we first have to introduce
two auxiliary variables, each local to one thread, and then show a generalised property.
Subsequently, showing (5.1) in principle amounts to discarding the auxiliaries by means of
the program correspondence rule.
To sum up, placing auxiliary variables is often required for a successful application of
the parallel rule, and the case study, starting in Section 6, will appeal to this technique too.
5.4. A rule for the sequential composition.
Proposition 5.10. Assume G is a reflexive state relation and
(1) ρ |ù tR, P u p tS, Gu,
(2) ρ |ù tR, Su q tQ, Gu,
(3) q “ skip implies R ¨Q Ď Q.
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Then ρ |ù tR, P u p; q tQ, Gu.
Proof. Suppose sq P Env RX In P X vp; qwρ and let sq
1 be the longest prefix of sq that does
not contain a configuration of the form pskip; q, σq. Then we can construct a computation
sqp P vpwρ with the length |sq
1| such that
(a) Ppsq 1iq “ Ppsq
p
i q; q for any i ă |sq
1|,
(b) Spsq 1iq “ Spsq
p
i q for any i ă |sq
1|,
(c) sq 1iÑE sq
1
i`1 iff sq
p
i ÑE sq
p
i`1 for any i ă |sq
1| ´ 1.
Thus, sqp P Env RX In P holds, so that sqp P Out S X Prog G follows from (1).
If sq does not contain a configuration of the form pskip; q, σq at all then sq P Out Q
holds trivially, whereas sq P Prog G holds due to sqp P Prog G.
Otherwise, let n “ |sq 1| and assume n ă |sq |. Then we have
ρ $ pPpsqn´1q, σn´1qÑP pPpsqnq, σnq
with Ppsqn´1q “ Ppsq
p
n´1q; q and Ppsqnq “ skip; q. Thus, we can extend sq
p to sqp1 by
appending the configuration pskip, σnq such that sq
p1 P Env R X In P X vpwρ, and hence
sqp1 P Out S X Prog G hold. In particular, note that sqp1 P Out S implies σn P S.
Further, in case there is no m ą n with ρ $ sqm´1ÑP sqm we once more have that
sq P Out Q holds trivially, whereas sq P Prog G holds because sqp P Prog G does and G is
assumed to be reflexive.
Otherwise, assume sq makes a program step at m with n ď m ă |sq | ´ 1 and let m0
be the least such index. That is, we have ρ $ sqm0 ÑP sqm0`1 with sqm0 “ pskip; q, σm0q
and sqm0`1 “ pq, σm0q. Now consider the subsequence sqnÑE . . .ÑE sqm0 where for each
configuration sqk with n ď k ď m0 we have Ppsqkq “ skip; q. From this we obtain the
computation sqq0 “ pq, σnqÑE . . .ÑE pq, σm0q. Then composing sq
q0 with the suffix m0`1|sq
yields the computation sqq P Env R X In S X vqwρ such that sq
q P Out Q X Prog G follows
from (2).
Next, to show sq P Out Q, let j ă |sq | be an index with Ppsq jq “ skip. Then j ą m0
must hold, whereas j “ m0 ` 1 would imply q “ skip. If q “ skip then Ppsq
q
m0´nq “ skip,
and from sqq P Out Q we obtain some i ď m0 ´ n with Ppsq
q
i q “ skip and Spsq
q
i q P Q.
Using (3) we can extend this to Spsqqm0´nq “ Spsqm0q “ σm0 P Q. If q ‰ skip then by the
remark above we have m0 ` 1 ă j. Therefore, Ppsq
q
j´n´1q “ Ppsq jq “ skip such that from
sqq P Out Q we obtain some i ď j ´ n´ 1 with Ppsqqi q “ skip and Spsq
q
i q P Q. Notice that
i ď m0´n would imply q “ skip, i.e. i ą m0´n must hold and hence j ě i`n`1 ą m0`1.
Thus, Ppsq i`n`1q “ Ppsq
q
i q “ skip and Spsq i`n`1q “ Spsq
q
i q P Q.
Lastly, sq P Prog G follows from sqp1 P Prog G and m0`1|sq P Prog G, if taking also into
account that the ‘omitted’ transition ρ $ sqm0 ÑP sqm0`1 is covered by G as we assumed
it to be reflexive.
It must be stressed that the assumptions (1) and (2) in the above proposition are
not sufficient to remain sound. To substantiate that, suppose Proposition 5.10 would hold
without the assumption (3). Then the statement |ù ta “ a1, a “ 0ub :“ a`1; skiptb “ 1,Ju
would follow from |ù ta “ a1, a “ 0ub :“ a` 1 tb “ 1, Ju and |ù ta “ a1, b “ 1u skip tb “
1, Ju, where the former is an instance of Proposition 5.7, and the latter – of Proposition 5.6
since this does not have any stability assumptions. On the other hand, starting in some
state σ with σa “ 0, the computation
pb :“ a` 1; skip, σqÑP pskip; skip, σrb:“1sqÑE pskip; skip, σrb:“0sqÑP pskip, σrb:“0sq
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clearly satisfies Env pa “ a1q X In pa “ 0q X vb :“ a` 1; skipw but not Out pb “ 1q.
This and similar argumentations fail with Proposition 5.10: the assumption (3) forces
us to provide stability of the postcondition b “ 1 under the rely a “ a1, which is impossible.
5.5. A rule for while-statements.
Proposition 5.11. Assume G is a reflexive state relation and
(1) R ¨ P Ď P ,
(2) ρ |ù tR, P XCu p tP, Gu,
(3) ρ |ù tR, P X Cu q tQ, Gu.
Then ρ |ù tR, P u while C do p subsequently q od tQ, Gu.
Proof. Let pwhile abbreviate while C do p subsequently q od. Then we have to show that
sq P Env RX In P Xvpwhilewρ implies sq P Out QXProg G, and proceed by induction on the
length of sq . Thus, the induction hypothesis is
- if sq 1 P Env RX In P X vpwhilewρ then sq
1 P Out QX Prog G for any sq 1 with |sq 1| ă |sq |
which, in turn, implies the statement
(4) if sq 10 “ ppwhile , σq and σ P P then sq
1 P Out QX Prog G for any proper and non-empty
suffix sq 1 of sq
that we will additionally assume.
In case there is no n ă |sq | ´ 1 with ρ $ sqnÑP sqn`1, we are done. Otherwise, let
n0 be the first such index. That is, ρ $ sqn0 ÑP sqn0`1 holds with sqn0 “ ppwhile , σn0q
and sqn0`1 “ pu, σn0q for some u. Using the stability assumption (1) we can further infer
σn0 P P .
First, if σn0 R C then u “ q, and hence
n0`1|sq P Env R X In pP X  Cq X vqwρ. Then
n0`1|sq P Out QX Prog G follows from (3), and therefore sq P Out QX Prog G holds, since
n0 is the first index with a program step and G is reflexive.
If σn0 P C then u “ p; skip; pwhile , and hence
n0`1|sq P EnvRXIn pP XCqXvuwρ. Let sq
1
be the longest prefix of the suffix n0`1|sq that does not contain a configuration of the form
pskip; skip; pwhile , σq with some state σ. Then we can construct a computation sq
p P vpwρ
with the length |sq 1| such that
(a) Ppsqn0`i`1q “ Ppsq
p
i q; skip; pwhile for all i ă |sq
1|,
(b) Spsqn0`i`1q “ Spsq
p
i q for all i ă |sq
1|,
(c) sqn0`i`1ÑE sqn0`i`2 iff sq
p
i ÑE sq
p
i`1 for any i ă |sq
1| ´ 1.
Thus, sqp P Env RX In pP X Cq holds, and sqp P Out P X Prog G follows from (2).
If n0`1|sq does not reach a configuration of the form pskip; skip; pwhile , σq then sq P OutQ
holds trivially, whereas sq P ProgG holds because sqp P ProgG does and ρ $ sqn0 ÑP sqn0`1
is covered by G due to the reflexivity assumption.
Otherwise, let n1 “ |sq
1|. Then n0 ` n1 ă |sq | ´ 1 and
ρ $ pPpsqn0`n1q, σn0`n1qÑP pPpsqn0`n1`1q, σn0`n1`1q
with Ppsqn0`n1q “ sq
p
n1´1
; skip; pwhile and Ppsqn0`n1`1q “ skip; skip; pwhile . Using this, sq
p
can be extended to sqp1 by appending the configuration pskip, σn0`n1`1q. Since sq
p1 differs
from sqp only in one program step, sqp1 P Env R X InpP X Cq X vpwρ holds and hence
sqp1 P Out P X Prog G follows from (2). In particular, sqp1 P Out P implies σn0`n1`1 P P .
For the suffix n0`n1`1|sq this yields n0`n1`1|sq P Env RX In P X vskip; skip; pwhilewρ.
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If n0`n1`1|sq does not contain two program steps (from skip; skip; pwhile to skip; pwhile and
from skip; pwhile to pwhile) then sq P Out Q holds once more trivially, whereas sq P Prog G
holds since sqp1 P Prog G does and G is reflexive.
Otherwise, we have some n2 with n0 ` n1 ` 2 ă n2 ă |sq | and sqn2 “ ppwhile , σn2q.
Using the stability assumption (1), we can also infer σn2 P P from σn0`n1`1 P P . Thus, the
induction hypothesis (4) applies to n2 |sq , yielding n2 |sq P Out QX Prog G.
To show the output condition for sq , let j ă |sq | be an index with Ppsq jq “ skip. From
the above considerations follows that n2 ă j holds. Since this implies Pp
n2 |sqj´n2q “ skip,
from n2 |sq P Out Q we obtain some i ď j ´ n2 such that Ppsq i`n2q “ Pp
n2 |sq iq “ skip and
Spsq i`n2q “ Sp
n2 |sq iq P Q, i.e. sq P Out Q.
Finally, sq P Prog G follows from sqp1 P Prog G and n2 |sq P Prog G.
5.6. A rule for await-statements. The particular difficulty with await C do p od is that
one has to express that a state before entering p is related by means of the given guarantee
to a state where p terminates, which, by contrast to Proposition 5.7, can be connected by
a computation involving several program steps. Therefore, in the assumption (2) below, σ
is used as a reference to states before entering p, such that in the postcondition we can
specify that inputs and outputs must be related by the guarantee G. The same approach
can be encountered e.g. in [Nie03]. It is also worth noting that appealing to the assumption
pP XCqˆQ Ď G instead, is in principle possible but would yield a significantly weaker rule,
since pPXCqˆQ in general gives only a rough overapproximation of the actual input/output
behaviour of p.
Proposition 5.12. Assume
(1) R ¨ P Ď P ,
(2) ρ |ù tK, P X C X tσuu p ttσ1 | σ1 P Q^ pσ, σ1q P Gu, Ju for any state σ.
Then ρ |ù tR, P u await C do p od tQ, Gu.
Proof. Let sq P Env RXIn P XvawaitC do p odwρ. If sq does not make a program step then
we are done. Otherwise, assume ρ $ sq iÑP sq i`1 with i ă |sq | ´ 1 being the first such
index. Then sq i “ pawait C do p od, σiq and sq i`1 “ pskip, σi`1q with σi P C and, moreover,
σi P P due to the stability assumption (1). Furthermore, ρ $ pp, σiq
n
ÑP pskip, σi`1q holds
for some n P N. That is, we have a computation sqp P Env KXIn tσiuXvpwρ with the length
n` 1 such that sqp0 “ pp, σiq and sq
p
n “ pskip, σi`1q hold.
Hence, by instantiation of σ by σi in (2) we can first infer sq
p P Out A, where A is
tσ1 | σ1 P Q ^ pσi, σ
1q P Gu, and then σi`1 P Q and pσi, σi`1q P G. The former provides
sq P Out Q, since sq i`1 is the first skip-configuration on sq , whereas the latter – sq P Prog G,
since ρ $ sq iÑP sq i`1 is also the last program step on sq .
5.7. A rule for conditional statements.
Proposition 5.13. Assume G is a reflexive state relation and
(1) R ¨ P Ď P ,
(2) ρ |ù tR, P XCu p tQ, Gu,
(3) ρ |ù tR, P X Cu q tQ, Gu.
Then ρ |ù tR, P u if C then p else q fi tQ, Gu.
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thread0 cs0
def
“ flag0 :“ True;
turn :“ True;
while flag1 ^ turn do skip od;
cs0;
flag0 :“ False
thread1 cs1
def
“ flag1 :“ True;
turn :“ False;
while flag0 ^ turn do skip od;
cs1;
flag1 :“ False
Figure 2: Two threads in the mutual exclusion algorithm.
Proof. Let sq P Env R X In P X vif C then p else q fiwρ. If sq does not make a program step
then we are done. Otherwise, assume ρ $ sq iÑP sq i`1 with i ă |sq |´1 being the first such
index. Then sq i “ pif C then p else q fi, σq and sq i`1 “ px, σq with some x and σ P P due to
the stability assumption (1). If σ P C then x “ p and i`1|sq P Env RX In P X vpwρ. Hence,
i`1|sq P Out QXProg G by (2), from which sq P Out QX Prog G follows using reflexivity of
G. The case σ R C is symmetric.
5.8. A brief summary. Starting with the definition of extended Hoare triples, this section
presented the program correspondence rule as well as a program logic rule for each of the
language constructors, except cjump C to j otherwise p end, which is surely not because it
is impossible: the equivalence in Proposition 3.18 combined with Proposition 5.13 gives a
rule for cjump, which, however, would have ρ |ù tR, P X Cu ρ j tQ, Gu as an assumption
about a jump destination.
6. Case Study: Peterson’s Mutual Exclusion Algorithm
This section embarks on the first part of the case study employing the techniques developed
so far. The definitions of thread0 and thread1, shown in Figure 2, shall represent the threads
in the well-known Peterson’s mutual exclusion algorithm [Pet81]. They are parameterised
by cs0 and cs1, which can be instantiated by any term of type Lτ for any specific type τ ,
and regarded as placeholders for whatever needs to be performed within the critical sections.
Thus, the definition
mutex cs0 cs1
def
“ thread0 cs0 ‖ thread1 cs1
models the entire protocol, featuring abstraction over the contents of critical sections. Note
that this model is not tailored to be transformed to some low-level representations, in
particular due to the compound conditions flag1 ^ turn and flag0 ^  turn in the while-
statements. However, in this form it suits more the actual purpose of the case study:
to elicit the logical principles behind the algorithm without delving into technical details.
More specifically, the central goal of this section is to establish that mutex enables certain
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thread aux0 cs0
def
“ flag0 :“ True;
xturn :“ True;
turn aux0 :“ Truey;
while flag1 ^ turn do skip od
cs0;
flag0 :“ False
thread aux1 cs1
def
“ flag1 :“ True;
xturn :“ False;
turn aux1 :“ Truey;
while flag0 ^ turn do skip od
cs1;
flag1 :“ False
Figure 3: The threads augmented by the auxiliary variables.
privileged conditions to cs0 and cs1 regarding interference, despite that thread0 and thread1
can run in an arbitrarily interleaved way.
In order to pinpoint what these privileged conditions are, let shared be a variable
representing some resource that both cs0 and cs1 are entitled to access for reading and
writing. Moreover, let P0, Q0 and P1, Q1 be predicates that can depend on the values of
shared such that, e.g. P0 shared can be used to specify some conditions on these values
before entering the critical section cs0, whereas Q0 shared – when cs0 terminates. Thus,
specifications of the critical sections can be sketched by means of the following extended
Hoare triples:
|ù tshared “ shared1 . . . , P0 sharedu cs0 tQ0 shared, . . .u
|ù tshared “ shared1 . . . , P1 sharedu cs1 tQ1 shared, . . .u
Among the relies, shared “ shared1 essentially captures a half of the privileged conditions
mentioned above: each critical section can treat shared as its local variable. Another half
of the privileged conditions will consequently amount to the absence of shared “ shared1
among the yet unspecified guarantees: its presence there would prohibit any modification
of shared within cs0 and cs1, making the whole abstraction straight away useless.
The parallel increment example in Section 5.3 has stressed the occasional necessity to
appeal to auxiliary variables in order to make the parallel composition rule applicable. And
they will play a roˆle here too: the verification process requires access to the information
whether a thread has performed its assignment to turn or not. This can be indicated only
by means of an auxiliary variable. The definitions of thread aux0 and thread aux1, shown in
Figure 3, employ turn aux0 and turn aux1 to this end. Then the auxiliary model of the
mutual exclusion algorithm is defined by
mutex aux cs0 cs1
def
“ thread aux0 cs0 ‖ thread aux1 cs1
The states, on which mutex and mutex aux operate, are shaped as follows. Firstly,
flag0,flag1, and turn carry the Boolean values used for communication between threads.
Secondly, we have the Boolean values turn aux0 and turn aux1 used for verification pur-
poses explained above. Thirdly, there are shared, local0, local1 whose exact type can
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remain open yet. The anticipated purpose of local0 and local1 is to allow cs0 and cs1 to
make local copies of the shared resource and modify these before submitting the results
back to shared.
Now, from the logical perspective the conditions
cond0
def
“ flag0 ^ p turn aux1 _ flag1 _ turnq
cond1
def
“ flag1 ^ p turn aux0 _ flag0 _ turnq
are at the core of the algorithm: if turn aux0 and turn aux1 hold in a state then cond0
and cond1 cannot both be true in this state.
With all these preparations, we can formulate the following statement for thread0:
|ù tR0,  turn aux0 ^ P0 sharedu thread aux0 cs0 tQ0 shared, R1u (6.1)
where R0 abbreviates the rely condition
flag0 “ flag
1
0 ^ turn aux0 “ turn aux
1
0 ^ local0 “ local
1
0 ^ (a)
pturn aux0 ^ cond0 ÝÑ shared “ shared
1q ^ (b)
p turn aux1 ^ turn aux
1
1 ÝÑ  turn
1q ^ (c)
pturn aux1 ÝÑ turn “ turn
1q ^ (d)
pturn aux1 ^ flag
1
1 ÝÑ flag1q ^ (e)
pP0 shared ÝÑ P0 shared
1q ^ pQ0 shared ÝÑ Q0 shared
1q (f)
specifying that thread aux0 can rely on
(a) thread aux1 never modifies flag0, turn aux0 and local0;
(b) if thread aux1 makes a step from a state where turn aux0 and cond0 hold then shared
will retain its value to the next state;
(c) if thread aux1 makes a step from σ to σ
1 such that  σturn aux1 and σ
1turn aux1 hold
then  σ1turn must hold as well: this condition addresses exactly the transition where
thread aux1 makes its assignment to turn;
(d) thread aux1 will not modify turn after turn aux1 was set;
(e) thread aux1 can only reset flag1 after turn aux1 was set;
(f) the conditions P0 shared ÝÑ P0 shared
1 and Q0 shared ÝÑ Q0 shared
1 capture the
point that thread aux1 shall not compromise what thread aux0 is trying to accomplish;
as a result, this can further restrict actions of thread aux1 on the shared resource, but
is necessary in order to achieve some meaningful cooperation of the two threads.
The guarantee R1 in (6.1) is symmetric to R0:
flag1 “ flag
1
1 ^ turn aux1 “ turn aux
1
1 ^ local1 “ local
1
1 ^
pturn aux1 ^ cond1 ÝÑ shared “ shared
1q ^
p turn aux0 ^ turn aux
1
0 ÝÑ turn
1q ^
pturn aux0 ÝÑ turn “ turn
1q ^
pturn aux0 ^ flag
1
0 ÝÑ flag0q ^
pP1 shared ÝÑ P1 shared
1q ^ pQ1 shared ÝÑ Q1 shared
1q
and will accordingly serve as the rely for thread aux1 in the triple
|ù tR1,  turn aux1 ^ P1 sharedu thread aux1 cs1 tQ1 shared, R0u
Further, the extended Hoare triple
|ù tshared “ shared1 ^ local0 “ local
1
0, P0 sharedu cs0 tQ0 shared, G0u (6.2)
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specifies the behaviour of cs0, where G0 stands for the guarantee condition
flag0 “ flag
1
0 ^ flag1 “ flag
1
1 ^ turn “ turn
1^ (a)
local1 “ local
1
1 ^ turn aux0 “ turn aux
1
0 ^ turn aux1 “ turn aux
1
1^ (b)
pP1 shared ÝÑ P1 shared
1q ^ pQ1 shared ÝÑ Q1 shared
1q (c)
Note once more the presence of shared “ shared1 among the rely conditions and its
absence in G0 which, however, does not leave indivisible steps of cs0 completely unrestricted
requiring from cs0
(a) not to modify flag0,flag1, turn, as these are used for communication between threads;
(b) not to modify the variable local1, which is supposed to be local to thread aux1, as well
as the auxiliary variables;
(c) to retain the conditions P1 shared and Q1 shared in line with the guarantees of
thread aux0.
The specification of cs1 consequently assumes the following form:
|ù tshared “ shared1 ^ local1 “ local
1
1, P1 sharedu cs1 tQ1 shared, G1u
where G1 abbreviates
flag0 “ flag
1
0 ^ flag1 “ flag
1
1 ^ turn “ turn
1^
local0 “ local
1
0 ^ turn aux0 “ turn aux
1
0 ^ turn aux1 “ turn aux
1
1
pP0 shared ÝÑ P0 shared
1q ^ pQ0 shared ÝÑ Q0 shared
1q
i.e. the counterpart to G0.
6.1. Processing thread aux0. In order to establish (6.1), for the first part of thread aux0
up to the critical section
thread aux
pre
0
def
“ flag0 :“ True;
xturn :“ True;
turn aux0 :“ Truey;
while flag1 ^ turn do skip od
we can derive
|ù tR0,  turn aux0 ^ P0 sharedu
thread aux
pre
0
tflag0 ^ turn aux0 ^ P0 shared^ pflag1 ^ turnq, R1u
using flag0^ turn aux0^P0 shared and flag0^turn aux0^P0 shared as intermediate
conditions. Note that both are stable under R0, and the latter is invariant to the while-
statement. This yields the following goal for the critical section:
|ù tR0, flag0 ^ turn aux0 ^P0 shared^ pflag1^ turnqu cs0 tQ0 shared, R1u (6.3)
According to the assumption (6.2), cs0 can rely on the condition shared “ shared
1. On the
other hand, R0 provides only turn aux0^cond0 ÝÑ shared “ shared
1, making plain rely-
weakening impossible. Hence, to apply the program correspondence rule (Proposition 5.4)
a suitable state relation is sought.
To this end, notice that flag0 ^  pflag1 ^ turnq implies cond0 and is present in the
precondition of (6.3). Then we define
r0
def
“ tpσ, σ1q | σ “ σ1 ^ σturn aux0 ^ σcond0u
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such that r0 Ď id, i.e. r0 is a coreflexive state relation which shall act as an invariant for the
critical section cs0. The additional assumption
|ù cs0 Ěr0 cs0 (6.4)
captures this partly, as it does not take accounts of interleaving, i.e. stability of r0 under R0.
This part will be addressed in (1) below. Also note that it is reasonable to assume (6.4) as
it holds for any instance of cs0 which does not modify flag0, flag1, turn and the auxiliary
variables.
With (6.2) and (6.4) the program correspondence rule becomes applicable because
- r0 ˛R0 Ď pshared “ shared
1^ local0 “ local
1
0q ˛ r0 holds, as explained in detail below;
- flag0 ^ turn aux0 ^ P0 shared ^  pflag1 ^ turnq Ď r0 ¨ pP0 sharedq holds since
flag0 ^ pflag1 ^ turnq implies cond0;
- r0 ¨ pQ0 sharedq Ď Q0 shared holds due to the coreflexivity of r0;
- r0 ˛G0 ˛ r0 Ď R1 holds since turn aux0^ cond0 and turn aux1^ cond1 are mutually
exclusive and therefore trivially imply shared “ shared1.
That r0 ˛R0 Ď pshared “ shared
1 ^ local0 “ local
1
0q ˛ r0 holds is one of the most crucial
points in this context. In essence, it amounts to showing that σshared “ σ1shared and
σ1turn aux0 ^ σ
1cond0 follow from σturn aux0 ^ σcond0 and pσ, σ
1q P R0.
Firstly, note that pσ, σ1q P R0 simply subsumes that σshared “ σ
1shared is implied by
σturn aux0^σcond0, whereas deriving the condition σ
1turn aux0^σ
1cond0 corresponds
to showing stability of r0 under R0, which complements (6.4) as mentioned above.
To this end, note that σ1turn aux0 and σ
1flag0 follow immediately from σturn aux0,
σflag0 and pσ, σ
1q P R0, such that only the condition  σ
1turn aux1 _ σ
1flag1 _ σ
1turn
remains to be shown. Assuming σ1turn aux1, σ
1flag1 and σ
1turn, we consider the cases if
σturn aux1 holds.
If it does then from pσ, σ1q P R0 we can first obtain σflag1, since σturn aux1 and
σ1flag1 hold. Hence, from σcond0 we can infer  σturn. Furthermore, pσ, σ
1q P R0 also
subsumes that σturn aux1 implies σturn “ σ
1turn, from which  σ1turn follows.
Lastly, assume σturn aux1. This situation arises exactly at the point when thread aux1
makes its assignment to turn, which is captured in R0 by means of the condition that
 σturn aux1 and σ
1turn aux1 imply  σ
1turn.
6.2. Summarising the intermediate results. What has been achieved so far was to
derive the extended Hoare triple
|ù tR0,  turn aux0 ^ P0 sharedu thread aux0 cs0 tQ0 shared, R1u
under the assumptions
|ù tshared “ shared1 ^ local0 “ local
1
0, P0 sharedu cs0 tQ0 shared, G0u
and |ù cs0 Ěr0 cs0.
In an entirely symmetric way we can also derive
|ù tR1,  turn aux1 ^ P1 sharedu thread aux1 cs1 tQ1 shared, R0u
under the assumptions
|ù tshared “ shared1 ^ local1 “ local
1
1, P1 sharedu cs1 tQ1 shared, G1u
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and |ù cs1 Ěr1 cs1 where we accordingly define
r1
def
“ tpσ, σ1q | σ “ σ1 ^ σturn aux1 ^ σcond1u
The following proposition summarises the intermediate result.
Proposition 6.1. Assume
(1) |ù tshared “ shared1 ^ local0 “ local
1
0, P0 sharedu cs0 tQ0 shared, G0u,
(2) |ù tshared “ shared1 ^ local1 “ local
1
1, P1 sharedu cs1 tQ1 shared, G1u,
(3) |ù cs0 Ěr0 cs0,
(4) |ù cs1 Ěr1 cs1.
Then
|ù tid, P0 shared^ P1 shared^ turn aux0 ^ turn aux1u
thread aux0 cs0 ‖ thread aux1 cs1
tQ0 shared^Q1 shared, Ju
Proof. By the parallel composition rule (Corollary 5.9).
The next step will be to derive the corresponding rule for mutex.
6.3. Removing the auxiliaries. We once more resort to the program correspondence rule,
now using the state relation
reqv
def
“ tpσ, σ1q | σflag0 “ σ
1flag0^
σflag1 “ σ
1flag11^
σturn “ σ1turn1^
σshared “ σ1shared1^
σlocal0 “ σ
1local10^
σlocal1 “ σ
1local11u
i.e. the equivalence on states up to the values of auxiliary variables.
Proposition 6.2. Assume
(1) |ù tshared “ shared1 ^ local0 “ local
1
0, P0 sharedu cs0 tQ0 shared, G0u,
(2) |ù tshared “ shared1 ^ local1 “ local
1
1, P1 sharedu cs1 tQ1 shared, G1u,
(3) |ù cs0 Ěr0 cs0,
(4) |ù cs1 Ěr1 cs1,
(5) |ù cs0 Ěreqv cs0,
(6) |ù cs1 Ěreqv cs1.
Then |ù tid, P0 shared^P1 sharedu thread0 cs0 ‖ thread1 cs1 tQ0 shared^Q1 shared, Ju.
Proof. Firstly, the extended triple
|ù tid, P0 shared^ P1 shared^ turn aux0 ^ turn aux1u
thread aux0 cs0 ‖ thread aux1 cs1
tQ0 shared^Q1 shared, Ju
follows from Proposition 6.1 using (1) – (4). Secondly, the correspondence
|ù thread aux0 cs0 ‖ thread aux1 cs1 Ěreqv thread0 cs0 ‖ thread1 cs1
follows from (5) and (6), since
|ù xturn :“ True; turn aux0 :“ Truey Ěreqv turn :“ True
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and
|ù xturn :“ False; turn aux1 :“ Truey Ěreqv turn :“ False
can be derived, e.g. using Proposition 3.15.
Although not present in the conclusion of Proposition 6.2, the auxiliary variables still
persist in its premises: as the condition turn aux0 “ turn aux
1
0^turn aux1 “ turn aux
1
1
in both guarantees G0 and G1, and in the state relations r0, r1. This essentially only rules
out instances of cs0 and cs1 which modify or depend on the auxiliaries.
6.4. Deploying the mutex. In order to illustrate applicability of the rule in Proposi-
tion 6.2, cs0 and cs1 will be instantiated by programs, each adding an element to a shared
set.
Recall that the type of shared, local0 and local1 was left open, as it did not mat-
ter for the actual mutual exclusion protocol. Now, however, we instantiate this type by
int ñ bool, i.e. sets of integers. Then cs0 shall add 0 to shared, whereas cs1 – 1, such
that the purpose of the mutual exclusion is to ensure that when the critical sections have
accomplished their respective tasks, shared always contains both: 0 and 1.
Formally, this is modelled by the definitions
shared update0
def
“ local0 :“ shared;
local0 :“ t0u Y local0;
shared :“ local0
shared update1
def
“ local1 :“ shared;
local1 :“ t1u Y local1;
shared :“ local1
such that the property we want to establish is accordingly
|ù tid, Jumutex shared update0 shared update1 t0 P shared^ 1 P shared, Ju.
This conjecture matches the conclusion of Proposition 6.2 by setting P0, P1 to J and Q0, Q1
to 0 P shared, 1 P shared, respectively. To match its premises we first need to establish
|ù tshared “ shared1 ^ local0 “ local
1
0, Ju shared update0 t0 P shared, G
1
0u
where G10 is the following instance of G0:
flag0 “ flag
1
0 ^ flag1 “ flag
1
1 ^ turn “ turn
1^
local1 “ local
1
1 ^ turn aux0 “ turn aux
1
0 ^ turn aux1 “ turn aux
1
1^
p1 P shared ÝÑ 1 P shared1q
The most interesting part here is clearly the condition that 1 P shared implies 1 P
shared1, whose purpose was to ensure that shared update0 does not compromise what
shared update1 is trying to accomplish. And indeed, it would be challenging to guarantee
this if shared update0 would, for instance, randomly remove elements from shared. Similar
observations can be made about the statement for shared update1:
|ù tshared “ shared1 ^ local1 “ local
1
1, Ju shared update1 t1 P shared, G
1
1u
where G11 is the respective instance of G1.
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Thus, the remaining obligations
|ù shared update0 Ěr0 shared update0
|ù shared update1 Ěr1 shared update1
|ù shared update0 Ěreqv shared update0
|ù shared update1 Ěreqv shared update1
are concerned with program correspondences and amount to routine tasks since the critical
sections are ‘well-defined’: shared update0 and shared update1 neither modify nor depend on
flag0,flag1, turn, turn aux0 or turn aux1.
7. State Relations as Postconditions
A closer look at Definition 5.1 and the final result of the previous section
|ù tid, Jumutex shared update0 shared update1 t0 P shared^ 1 P shared, Ju
reveals that the postcondition 0 P shared ^ 1 P shared gives us a property of the values
of shared in all final states without any accounts to its initial values. So, for instance,
shared could initially hold the value t2u, but t0, 1u and t0, 1, 3u and the like would perfectly
satisfy the postcondition although each of the critical sections merely adds its entry to the
shared resource. Would postconditions comprise state relations rather than predicates then
shared Ď shared1 ^ 0 P shared1 ^ 1 P shared1 would be a significantly more accurate
specification of the mutex shared update0 shared update1 behaviours.
The insight is surely not new, and [vS15] in particular addresses this point by means
of an elegant approach: having a single state σ in a precondition allows us to use its image
under a state relation Q in place of a postcondition, i.e. ρ |ù tR, tσuup tQ ¨ tσu, Gu. In line
with that, instead of ρ |ù tR, P uptQ, Gu one considers a set of triples ρ |ù tR, tσuuptQ, Gu
for each σ P P :
Proposition 7.1. An extended triple ρ |ù tR, P u p tQ, Gu holds iff ρ |ù tR, tσuu p tQ, Gu
holds for any σ P P .
Proof. A direct consequence of Definition 5.1.
The only deficiency in specifying behaviours of some pρ, pq by ρ |ù tR, tσuuptQ¨tσu, Gu
for all σ P P is that P remains a state predicate which creates a certain disbalance posing
particular challenges for the sequential composition. This motivates the following
Definition 7.2. Let pρ, pq be a program, whereas R,P,Q,G – state relations. Then ρ |ù2
tR, P u p tQ, Gu holds iff ρ |ù tR, P ¨ tσ0uu p tQ ¨ tσ0u, Gu holds for any state σ0.
A remarkable effect of the definition is that each of the program logic rules from Section 5
can seamlessly be lifted to ρ |ù2 tR, P u p tQ, Gu, which largely amounts to consequent re-
placement of relational images by relational compositions. This principle will be illustrated
below by means of the program correspondence rule and the rule for basic.
Proposition 7.3. Assume ρ, ρ1 |ù p Ěr q, ρ |ù2 tR, P u p tQ, Gu and
(1) r ˛R1 Ď R ˛ r,
(2) P 1 Ď P ˛ r,
(3) Q ˛ r Ď Q1,
(4) r˝ ˛G ˛ r Ď G1.
Then ρ1 |ù2 tR
1, P 1u q tQ1, G1u.
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Proof. According to Definition 7.2 we have to show ρ1 |ù tR1, P 1 ¨ tσ0uu q tQ
1 ¨ tσ0u, G
1u for
any σ0. Then consider the instance of Proposition 5.4 with P
1 ¨ tσ0u for P
1 and Q1 ¨ tσ0u for
Q1 as well as P ¨ tσ0u for P and Q ¨ tσ0u for Q.
First, ρ |ù tR, P ¨ tσ0uu p tQ ¨ tσ0u, Gu follows immediately from the assumption
ρ |ù2 tR, P u p tQ, Gu by Definition 7.2. Next, the condition P
1 ¨ tσ0u Ď r ¨ pP ¨ tσ0uq is the
same as P 1 ¨ tσ0u Ď pP ˛ rq ¨ tσ0u and follows from (2). Similarly, r ¨ pQ ¨ tσ0uq Ď Q
1 ¨ tσ0u is
the same as pQ ˛ rq ¨ tσ0u Ď Q
1 ¨ tσ0u and follows from (3).
Proposition 7.4. Assume
(1) P ˛R Ď P ,
(2) P Ď tpσ, σ1q | pσ, f σ1q P Q^ pσ1, f σ1q P Gu.
Then ρ |ù2 tR, P u basic f tQ, Gu.
Proof. We have to show ρ |ù tR, P ¨ tσ0uubasicf tQ ¨ tσ0u, Gu for any σ0. Then consider the
instance of Proposition 5.7 with P ¨ tσ0u for P and Q ¨ tσ0u for Q, such that the condition
R ¨ pP ¨ tσ0uq Ď P ¨ tσ0u follows from (1) whereas P ¨ tσ0u Ď tσ | f σ P Q ¨ tσ0u^ pσ, f σq P Gu
– from (2).
7.1. Abstracting code fragments. The language L does not provide any specific built-in
mechanism for abstraction of frequently used code fragments by means of a procedure, and
there are reasons for that. First of all, procedure is a high-level concept, and probably
the most distinct feature of structured programming. But just to stress it explicitly: any
procedure call within a program ultimately amounts to certain series of low-level operations
and could therefore be prone to additional interferences. This was already mentioned in
the introduction, pointing out that compilations tend to fraction the granularity of com-
putations. In other words, correct behaviour of each procedure call would be subject to
a number of side conditions such as interference freedom during the phase of arguments
loading which, by the way, would also impose a specific structure on the underlying states,
typically in form of stacks, violating the basic idea of state abstraction. Nonetheless, what
can be avoided in this framework is that certain reusable fragments, whose input/output
properties can be captured by postconditions, need to be verified at each invocation. The
following small example illustrates that.
Let inc
def
“ x :“ x` 1 such that
|ù2 tx “ x
1, idu inc tx1 “ x` 1, x ď x1u (7.1)
clearly holds. So, whenever the variable x needs to be incremented, we can apply inc and
use (7.1). For instance, we shall write inc; inc rather than x :“ x ` 1;x :“ x ` 1 when we
want to increment x twice, and consequently appeal to (7.1) twice in order to establish
|ù2 tx “ x
1, idu inc; inc tx1 “ x` 2, x ď x1u
However, this treatment demands additional considerations since for the second invocation
of inc we would be prompted to show
|ù2 tx “ x
1, x1 “ x` 1u inc tx1 “ x` 2, x ď x1u (7.2)
which is not an immediate instance of (7.1), motivating the following
Proposition 7.5. Assume
(1) ρ |ù2 tR, idu p tQ
1, Gu,
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(2) P ˛Q1 Ď Q.
Then ρ |ù2 tR, P u p tQ, Gu.
Proof. We have to show ρ |ù tR, P ¨ tσ0uu p tQ ¨ tσ0u, Gu for any σ0. Using Proposition 7.1,
this can be done by showing ρ |ù tR, tσuu p tQ ¨ tσ0u, Gu for any state σ with pσ0, σq P P .
To this end, note that ρ |ù tR, tσuu p tQ1 ¨ tσu, Gu follows from (1), and consequently only
Q1 ¨ tσu Ď Q ¨ tσ0u remains to be established. Assuming pσ, σ
1q P Q1 with some σ1, we can
first derive pσ0, σ
1q P P ˛Q1, and then pσ0, σ
1q P Q by (2).
Thus, with (7.1) as (1) and px1 “ x` 1q ˛ px1 “ x` 1q Ď x1 “ x` 2 as (2), the above
statement yields (7.2).
8. Case Study: Strengthening Critical Sections’ Specifications
In comparison to the development in Section 6, the only difference is that the parameters
P0, Q0, P1, Q1, capturing the behaviours of critical sections, can now depend on values of
shared in two states. So, for instance, the triple for thread aux0 cs0 (cf. 6.1 in Section 6)
assumes the following form:
|ù2 tR0,  turn aux0 ^ P0 shared shared
1u thread aux0 cs0 tQ0 shared shared
1, R1u
where R0 now abbreviates the rely
flag0 “ flag
1
0 ^ turn aux0 “ turn aux
1
0 ^ local0 “ local
1
0 ^
pturn aux0 ^ cond0 ÝÑ shared “ shared
1q ^
p turn aux1 ^ turn aux
1
1 ÝÑ  turn
1q ^
pturn aux1 ÝÑ turn “ turn
1q ^
pturn aux1 ^ flag
1
1 ÝÑ flag1q ^
p@v. P0 v shared ÝÑ P0 v shared
1q ^ p@v. Q0 v shared ÝÑ Q0 v shared
1q
which deviates from Section 6 consequently only in the conditions ensuring that thread aux1
does not compromise what thread aux0 is trying to accomplish. More precisely, the condition
@v. P0 v shared ÝÑ P0 v shared
1 is a part of the rely R0, such that shared and shared
1
refer here to the respective values in two consecutive states of any environment step, as
opposed to, e.g. P0 sharedshared
1 in the precondition, where shared refers to some initial
state and shared1 – to a state before entering thread aux0. Therefore, if thread aux1 makes a
step from σ1 to σ2 then @v.P0 v shared ÝÑ P0 v shared
1 requires that any value σ0shared,
which is linked to σ1shared by P0, will be linked to σ2shared by P0 as well. Similar applies
to @v. Q0 v shared ÝÑ Q0 v shared
1 and the postcondition Q0 shared shared
1.
Since these additional capabilities of P0, Q0, P1, Q1 do not affect anything regarding
the actual process of acquiring exclusive access to the shared resource, the new statement
for mutex is almost the same as in Proposition 6.2, except that, for instance, P0 shared is
replaced by P0 shared shared
1 in all preconditions, whereas the guarantee G0 changes to
flag0 “ flag
1
0 ^ flag1 “ flag
1
1 ^ turn “ turn
1^
local1 “ local
1
1 ^ turn aux0 “ turn aux
1
0 ^ turn aux1 “ turn aux
1
1^
p@v. P1 v shared ÝÑ P1 v shared
1q ^ p@v. Q1 v shared ÝÑ Q1 v shared
1q
The actual benefit of these modifications becomes apparent when we instantiate cs0, cs1
and the conditions P0, Q0, P1, Q1. Recall that in Section 6 we had
|ù tid, Jumutex shared update0 shared update1 t0 P shared^ 1 P shared, Ju
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i.e. P0, P1 were just J, Q0 was instantiated by 0 P shared, whereas Q1 – by 1 P shared.
By contrast, now we can additionally take accounts of the property that shared update0 and
shared update1 do not remove elements from the shared resource. To this end we instantiate
both, P0 and P1, by shared Ď shared
1, Q0 – by shared Ď shared
1^0 P shared1, whereas
Q1 – by shared Ď shared
1 ^ 1 P shared1. This yields the following statement
|ù2 tid, shared Ď shared
1u
mutex shared update0 shared update1
tshared Ď shared1 ^ 0 P shared1 ^ 1 P shared1, Ju
(8.1)
such that for shared update0 we need to show
|ù2 tshared “ shared
1 ^ local0 “ local
1
0, shared Ď shared
1u
shared update0
tshared Ď shared1 ^ 0 P shared1, G10u
(8.2)
where G10 is accordingly
flag0 “ flag
1
0 ^ flag1 “ flag
1
1 ^ turn “ turn
1^
local1 “ local
1
1 ^ turn aux0 “ turn aux
1
0 ^ turn aux1 “ turn aux
1
1^
p@v. v Ď shared ÝÑ v Ď shared1q
p@v. pv Ď shared^ 1 P sharedq ÝÑ pv Ď shared1 ^ 1 P shared1qq
(8.3)
Note once more that shared and shared1 serve different purposes in the rely and in the pre-
and postcondition of (8.2). In the former, shared and shared1 refer to the values in two
consecutive states of an environment step whereas in, e.g. shared Ď shared1^0 P shared1,
shared refers to an input and shared1 – to an output value of cs0. In this setting, by
contrast to Section 6 where critical sections did not have any specific preconditions, relying
on shared “ shared1 is essential as it provides stability for the precondition shared Ď
shared1, namely pshared Ď shared1q ˛ pshared “ shared1q Ď pshared Ď shared1q. More-
over, both guarantees
@v. v Ď shared ÝÑ v Ď shared1
and
@v. pv Ď shared^ 1 P sharedq ÝÑ pv Ď shared1 ^ 1 P shared1q
follow straight from the property that shared update0 only adds its entry to the shared
resource and, in particular, cannot remove 1 from shared whenever shared update1 has
added it to shared first. All that symmetrically applies to shared update1.
Finally, we can strengthen the precondition of (8.1) to bring it into the form
|ù2 tid, idu
mutex shared update0 shared update1
tshared Ď shared1 ^ 0 P shared1 ^ 1 P shared1, Ju
That is, for any initial state, the value of shared in any final state not only contains 0 and
1, but is also a superset of the value of shared in this initial state.
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9. Verifying Basic Liveness Properties
Liveness covers a variety of questions that is usually summarised by ‘will something good
eventually happen?’, answering which demands very involved considerations in many in-
stances. Keeping it slightly down, we recast the above question to the current context
by restricting ‘something good’ to certain computations of a given program reach a state
satisfying some given predicate. Making this point clear, let p1 be the program
while a ą 0 do skip od;
b :“ True
whereas p2 shall comprise the assignment a :“ 0 only. In this setting, one possible liveness
question is if certain computations of p1 ‖ p2, starting in a state σ0 P pa “ 1 ^  bq, will
eventually reach a state satisfying b. Intuitively, certain computations should address the
largest set for which the answer to the question is yes. More precisely, consider the following
potential candidates:
(1) vp1 ‖ p2w, i.e. all finite potential computations of p1 ‖ p2;
(2) vp1 ‖ p2w
ωXEnvK, i.e. all infinite potential computations of p1 ‖ p2 with no environment
steps;
(3) vp1 ‖ p2w
ω X Env id, i.e. all infinite potential computations of p1 ‖ p2 in presence of a
‘stuttering’ environment.
With (1) the answer is no: vp1 ‖ p2w includes all prefixes, such as the initial configuration
pp1 ‖ p2, σ0q as the simplest instance. With (2) the answer is also no: we basically take into
consideration all infinite actual computations of p1 ‖ p2, thereby ruling out those that reach
a state satisfying b and terminate. The option (3) not only covers all relevant computations
reaching b, but also those with infinitely long runs of the ‘stuttering’ environment having
 b as an invariant, as well as with infinitely long runs of while a ą 0 do skip od. Excluding
these would result in an adequate set of computations of p1 ‖ p2 for which the answer to
the above question would be yes.
These considerations ineluctably lead to the conclusion that some form of fairness among
threads and the environment must be assumed in order to achieve rational reasoning about
liveness properties, which is by no means a new insight: this subject is particularly well-
explored in the contexts of process algebras and temporal logics (cf. [vG19, KV96, KPRS01]
to name only a few). Therefore, a notion of fairness for this framework will be elaborated
next.
9.1. Fair computations. The starting point is that any term in Lα gives rise to a finite set
of redexes, i.e. subprograms in different parallel components that can perform the next step.
In the example above, p1 ‖ p2 has two such redexes: p1 and p2. We can identify redexes
by their positions (cf. [BN98] for positions of terms in general) which comprise strings over
the alphabet of natural numbers. That is, the function Pos maps any element of Lα to a
set of strings over natural numbers, as defined by the following recursive equations using
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pattern matching:
Pos skip “ H
Pospskip; qq “ t0u
Pospp; qq “ t0x | x P Pos pu
Posp‖skip, . . . , skipq “ t0u
Posp‖p1, . . . , pmq “
Ťm
i“1tix | x P Pos piu
Pos p “ t0u
For instance, in the above example Pospp1 ‖ p2q yields t100, 20u. Note that Pos p contains
more than one element only if the parallel operator, applied to at least two arguments
different from skip, occurs in p. In particular, any locally sequential p has at most one
x P Pos p.
Functions, providing access to the subprogram associated with a position, satisfy the
equations:
p|0 “ p
pp; qq|0x “ p|x
p‖p1, . . . , pmq|ix “ pi|x
such that p|x is well-defined for any x P Pos p. Moreover, at any position x P Pos p we can
substitute some p1, denoted by prp1sx:
prp1s0 “ p
1
pp; qqrp1s0x “ pprp
1sxq; q
p‖p1, . . . , pmqrp
1six “ ‖p1, . . . , pirp
1sx, . . . , pm
such that the following proposition puts all that together.
Proposition 9.1. ρ $ pp, σqÑP pq, σ
1q holds iff there exist a position x P Pos p and p1 such
that ρ $ pp|x, σqÑP pp
1, σ1q and q “ prp1sx hold.
Proof. The if-direction can be shown by induction on p, whereas the opposite – by structural
induction on ÑP .
It is worth noting that x P Pos p does not imply that for any state σ there exist some
p1 and σ1 such that ρ $ pp|x, σqÑP pp
1, σ1q holds, which is due to certain await-statements.
Firstly, pawait C do p od, σq would be blocked when σ R C. Secondly, p also does not need
to terminate starting from σ otherwise. In other words, await C do p od is in general not
always available to perform a step, as opposed to any other redex. In order to simplify
the matter, in what follows the focus will be on positions that do not require some specific
states to perform a step.
Definition 9.2. A position x P Pos p is always available if p|x “ await C do p
1 od implies
C “ J and for any σ there exists σ1 such that ρ $ pp1, σq
‹
ÑP pskip, σ
1q holds.
That is, if x P Pos p is always available then for any σ there exist some p1 and σ1 such
that ρ $ pp|x, σqÑP pp
1, σ1q as well as ρ $ pp, σqÑP pprp
1sx, σ
1q hold.
Regarding fairness we should expect that whenever an always available position is
present in a configuration then any fair computation starting from it eventually performs a
program step at this position, which is captured formally as follows.
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Definition 9.3. A computation sq P vpwωρ is called fair if for any i P N and any always
available x P PospPpsqiqq there exists j ě i with x P PospPpsqjqq and Ppsqjq|x “ Ppsqiq|x,
and there exists p1 such that Ppsq j`1q “ Ppsq jqrp
1sx with
ρ $ pPpsqjq|x,SpsqjqqÑP pp
1,Spsq j`1qq
holds. This will be denoted by sq P vpwfairρ .
Note that the notion of fairness leaves open whether some awaitC do p od where C Ă J
will ever be executed, for otherwise we would simply force fair computations to reach a state
satisfying C, which could easily and inconspicuously lead to vacuous liveness properties even
when K Ă C.
As already mentioned, if p is locally sequential then there exists at most one x P Pos p
and, hence, at most one always available position. Therefore, assuming a program pρ, pq
to be sequential, sq P vpwfairρ becomes equivalent to the following condition: sq P vpw
ω
ρ
and if x P PospPpsqiqq is always available then there exists j ě i with a program step
ρ $ sqjÑP sqj`1 for any i and x. In other words, if Ppsq iq can perform a program step
that does not require some particular state condition then there cannot be only environment
steps from sq i on.
Lastly, we can sketch how fairness enables the liveness property in the above example.
Any computation in vp1 ‖ p2w
fair X Env id starting with σ0 will eventually perform a :“ 0
since the position 20 is available in p1 ‖ p2, leaving 100 as the only available position. Thus,
the states of all subsequent configurations will satisfy a “ 0. Appealing to the fairness
once more, the environment, prior to keep on ‘stuttering’ ad infinitum, will let the first
component exit while a ą 0 do skip od, assign True to b and terminate.
9.2. A refutational approach. To show that any computation in vpwfair X In P X Env id
reaches a state satisfying some given condition Q, one can attempt to refute the opposite,
namely that there exists a computation sq P vpwfairXInPXEnv id having  Q as an invariant.
Let sq , P ŻpŻQ denote the condition sq P vpwfair XIn P with Spsqnq R Q for all n P N.
Further, let
sq ,T P Ż p ŻQ Ż n
def
“ sq , P Ż p ŻQ^ Ppsqnq “ skip^ p@m ă n. Ppsqmq ‰ skipq
sq ,N P Ż p ŻQ
def
“ sq , P Ż p ŻQ^ p@n. Ppsqnq ‰ skipq
That is, sq , P Ż p ŻQ can be split in two exclusive cases: the condition sq ,T P Ż p ŻQ Żn
additionally captures that sq reaches the first skip-configuration by n transitions, whereas
sq ,N P Ż p ŻQ – that sq does not reach a skip-configuration at all.
Furthermore, note that sq , P Ż p Ż K is the same as sq P vpwfair X In P , whereas
refuting sq ,N P Ż p ŻK means that any computation in vpw
fair X In P eventually reaches a
skip-configuration.
In order to systematically draw conclusions about a computation sq from statements
like sq ,N P Ż p Ż K, a set of rules for sq ,N P Ż p ŻQ and sq ,T P Ż p ŻQ Ż n, where p is
a specific language constructor, will be presented in the remainder of this section. To start
with the simplest, the statement sq ,N P Ż skip ŻQ is already a contradiction for any sq , P
and Q, whereas from sq ,T P Ż skip ŻQ Ż n we can infer n “ 0, thus gaining an additional
piece of information.
Similarly to skip, sq ,N P Ż basic f ŻQ immediately leads to a contradiction. However,
fairness is required to this end, for otherwise sq could also comprise an infinite sequence
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of environment steps. By contrast, without any fairness assumptions we can infer from
sq ,T P Ż basic f ŻQ Ż n that n ą 0, sqn´1 “ pbasic f, σq and sqn “ pskip, f σq must hold
for some σ. Since sq ,T P Ż basic f ŻQ Ż n subsumes Spsqnq R Q, this might give a direct
argument for a contradiction.
Next two propositions handle the cases with conditional and await-statements.
Proposition 9.4. The following implications hold:
(1) if sq ,N P Ż xpy ŻQ then there exists a state σ such that p does not terminate starting
from this;
(2) if sq ,T P Ż await C do p od ŻQ Ż n then n ą 0, Spsqn´1q P C and
ρ $ pp,Spsqn´1qq
‹
ÑP pskip,Spsqnqq.
Proof. In (1) we appeal to fairness as follows. Assume that for all states σ there exists σ1
such that ρ $ pp, σq
‹
ÑP pskip, σ
1q. Then the position 0 in Ppsq0q, i.e. xpy, becomes always
available, and since sq is fair we obtain some j such that ρ $ pxpy,SpsqjqqÑP pp
1,Spsq j`1qq
holds. This implies p1 “ skip, contradicting the assumption that sq does not terminate.
As with basic, fairness is not required for (2) such that we can handle any possible
await-statement and not only atomic sections: from sq ,T P Ż await C do p od Ż Q Ż n we
can infer that sqn is the first skip-configuration, such that n ą 0 and
ρ $ pawait C do p od,Spsqn´1qqÑP pskip,Spsqnqq
must hold, which implies Spsqn´1q P C and ρ $ pp,Spsqn´1qq
‹
ÑP pskip,Spsqnqq.
Proposition 9.5. The following implications hold:
(1) if sq ,N P Ż if C then p else q fi ŻQ then there exists some n with n ą 0 such that either
n|sq ,N C Ż p ŻQ or
n|sq ,N  C Ż q ŻQ;
(2) if sq ,T P Ż if C then p else q fi ŻQ Ż n then there exists some m with 0 ă m ď n such
that either m|sq ,T C Ż p ŻQ Ż n´m or
m|sq ,T  C Ż q ŻQ Ż n´m.
Proof. In (1) the fairness assumption ensures that a step at the position 0 in Ppsq0q will
eventually be performed. That is, there must be some n ą 0 with ρ $ sqn´1ÑP sqn and
Ppsqn´1q “ if C then p else q fi. If Spsqn´1q P C then Ppsqnq “ p and Spsqnq “ Spsqn´1q
such that the suffix n|sq
(a) starts in a state satisfying C,
(b) does not terminate and does not reach a state satisfying Q,
(c) last but not least, is fair as a suffix of a fair computation, i.e. n|sq P vpwfair .
The case with Spsqn´1q R C is entirely symmetric.
In (2) sq ,T P Ż if C then p else q fi ŻQ Ż n implies that there must be some i ă n with
ρ $ sq iÑP sq i`1 and Ppsq iq “ if C then p else q fi. Thus, the suffix
i`1|sq starts either
with Ppsq i`1q “ p or with Ppsq i`1q “ q and reaches the first skip-configuration in n´ i´ 1
steps.
Let sq „ sq 1 from now on denote that computations sq and sq 1 run through the same
states, i.e. Spsq iq “ Spsq
1
iq for any i P N.
Proposition 9.6. The following implications hold:
(1) if sq ,N P Ż p; q ŻQ then there exists sq
1 with sq „ sq 1 and either sq 1 ,N P Ż p ŻQ or
there exist m and n such that m ă n, sq 1 ,T P Ż p ŻQ Żm, and
n|sq ,N J Ż q ŻQ;
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(2) if sq ,T P Ż p; q Ż Q Ż n then there exist sq
1, k, l such that k ă l ď n, sq „ sq 1,
sq 1 ,T P Ż p ŻQ Ż k and
l|sq ,T J Ż q ŻQ Ż n´ l.
Proof. In (1) we have a non-terminating sq P vp; qwfairρ . First, in case Ppsq iq ‰ skip; q holds
for all i, we can conclude that for any i there is some ui such that Ppsq iq “ ui; q holds,
and define sq 1i
def
“ pui,Spsq iqq. Thus, we have sq „ sq
1 by construction. Furthermore, sq 1
is fair: let x P Pos ui be an always available position with some i to this end. Then 0x
is an always available position of ui; q. Hence, by fairness of sq we obtain some j ě i
such that ρ $ pPpsqjq|0x,SpsqjqqÑP pp
1,Spsq j`1qq holds with Ppsq j`1q “ Ppsq jqrp
1s0x.
This is the same as ρ $ pPpsq 1jq|x,SpsqjqqÑP pp
1,Spsq j`1qq with Ppsq j`1q “ ujrp
1sx; q,
i.e. Ppsq 1j`1q “ Ppsq
1
jqrp
1sx, establishing sq
1 ,N P Ż p ŻQ.
Second, suppose there is some k such that Ppsqkq “ skip; q and let m be the least such
index. Then we can define sq 1i
def
“ pui,Spsq iqq for all i ď m, and sq
1
i
def
“ pskip,Spsq iqq with
sq 1i´1ÑE sq
1
i for all i ą m, such that sq „ sq
1 and sq 1 ,T P Żp ŻQ Żm hold by construction.
Further, fairness of sq provides that starting from sqm we eventually reach some n ą m
with Ppsqnq “ q. Note that the state Spsqnq does not need to possess any property other
than Spsqnq R Q, such that we can conclude
n|sq ,N J Ż q ŻQ.
In (2) we assume that sq P vp; qwfairρ reaches skip in n steps. Hence, there also must
be the least index k with Ppsqkq “ skip; q. Then for any i ď k there is some ui such that
Ppsq iq “ ui; q. As above, we define sq
1
i
def
“ pui,Spsq iqq for all i ď k, and sq
1
i
def
“ pskip,Spsq iqq
with sq 1i´1ÑE sq
1
i for all i ą k. Further, there must be some l with k ă l ď n and Ppsq lq “ q,
for otherwise we would have Ppsqnq ‰ skip. Thus,
l|sq ,T J Ż q ŻQ Ż n´ l.
For the sake of brevity, next proposition handles the cases for the parallel composition
of two components only. However, the same principle can be applied to ‖p1, . . . , pm by
splitting it e.g. into p1 and ‖p2, . . . , pm which would consequently lead to 2
m ´ 1 cases.
Proposition 9.7. The following implications hold:
(1) if sq ,N P Ż p ‖ q Ż Q then there exist sq
p with sq „ sqp and sqq with sq „ sqq such
that either
(a) sqp ,N P Ż p ŻQ and sq
q ,N P Ż q ŻQ, or
(b) sqp ,N P Ż p ŻQ and there exists some n with sq
q ,T P Ż q ŻQ Ż n, or
(c) sqq ,N P Ż q ŻQ and there exists some n with sq
p ,T P Ż p ŻQ Ż n;
(2) if sq ,T P Ż p ‖ q ŻQ Ż n then there exist sq
p with sq „ sqp, sqq with sq „ sqq, n1 ă n
and n2 ă n such that sq
p ,T P Ż p ŻQ Ż n1 and sq
q ,T P Ż q ŻQ Ż n2.
Proof. In (1) we can assume that sq P vp ‖ qwfairρ does not terminate. First, note that if
there would be some u, v, k, l with Ppsqkq “ skip ‖ v and Ppsq lq “ u ‖ skip then with m
as the maximum of k and l we would have Ppsqmq “ skip ‖ skip. Furthermore, fairness of
sq would provide some n ą m with Ppsqnq “ skip, contradicting non-termination. Hence,
we particularly have that for all i there are some ui and vi such that Ppsq iq “ ui ‖ vi.
Then we can define sqpi
def
“ pui,Spsq iqq such that sq
p
i ÑP sq
p
i`1 if sq iÑP sq i`1 is due to
a program step from ui to ui`1 and sq
p
i ÑE sq
p
i`1 otherwise. This construction provides
sq „ sqp. Regarding fairness of sqp, let x P Pos ui be an always available position with some
i. Then 1x is an always available position of ui ‖ vi, and by fairness of sq we obtain some
j ě i such that ρ $ pPpsqjq|1x,SpsqjqqÑP pp
1,Spsqj`1qq holds with Ppsq j`1q “ Ppsq jqrp
1s1x.
This is the same as ρ $ pPpsqpj q|x,SpsqjqqÑP pp
1,Spsq j`1qq with Ppsq j`1q “ ujrp
1sx ‖ vj`1,
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i.e. Ppsqpj`1q “ Ppsq
p
j qrp
1sx. A computation sq
q P vqwfairρ with sq „ sq
q can be constructed
likewise.
Thus, if ui ‰ skip and vi ‰ skip hold for all i then sq
p ,N P ŻpŻQ and sq
q ,N P Żq ŻQ
follow from the above construction. In case ui ‰ skip holds for all i but there is some j
with vj “ skip, we have sq
p ,N P Ż p ŻQ and sq
q ,T P Ż q ŻQ Żn where n is the least index
with vn “ skip. The remaining case with vi ‰ skip for all i, and some j with uj “ skip is
symmetric.
In (2) we have Ppsqnq “ skip with n ą 0 and some ui and vi such that Ppsq iq “ ui ‖ vi
holds for all i ă n. Since n is the least such index, Ppsqn´1q “ skip ‖ skip must hold as well.
Hence, there exists the least index n1 ă n with un1 “ skip and the least index n2 ă n with
vn2 “ skip. Then we can define sq
p def“ pui,Spsq iqq for all i ď n1, and sq
p def“ pskip,Spsq iqq
with sqpi´1ÑE sq
p
i for all i ą n1, such that sq „ sq
p and sqp ,T P Ż p Ż Q Ż n1 follow by
construction. Finally, sqq can be defined likewise to derive sqq ,T P Ż q ŻQ Ż n2.
Regarding while-statements, the case sq ,T P Ż while C do p subsequently q od ŻQ Ż n
does not entail that sq ever visits a state satisfying C. What we can infer is that there must
be some i ă n with the step sq iÑP sq i`1 such that Ppsq iq “ whileC do p subsequently q od,
Ppsq i`1q “ q and Spsq iq “ Spsq i`1q R C hold. That is,
i`1|sq ,T  C Ż q ŻQŻn´ i´1 must
hold.
By contrast, from sq ,N P Ż while C do p subsequently q od Ż Q follows that sq visits
certain states satisfying C infinitely often, provided p and q terminate when starting from
C and  C, respectively.
Proposition 9.8. If sq ,N P Ż while C do p subsequently q od ŻQ then either
(1) there exists a strictly ascending infinite sequence of natural numbers φ such that for any
i there exist n ă φi`1 ´ φi and sq
1 with φi |sq „ sq 1 and sq 1 ,T C Ż p ŻQ Ż n, or
(2) there exist n ą 0 and sq 1 such that n|sq „ sq 1 and sq 1 ,N C Ż p ŻQ, or
(3) there exists some n ą 0 with n|sq ,N  C Ż q ŻQ.
Proof. Let pwhile abbreviate whileC do p subsequently q od and assume sq P vpwhilew
fair
ρ XInP
has  Q as an invariant and does not reach a skip-configuration. Further, we will also assume
the respective negations of (2) and (3), which do not need to take accounts of Q:
(a) for any sq 1 P vpwfairρ X In C and n ą 0 such that
n|sq „ sq 1 there exists some j with
Ppsq 1jq “ skip,
(b) for any n ą 0 such that n|sq P vqwfairρ X In  C there exists some j with Ppsqn`jq “ skip,
in order to establish (1). To this end, we first show that for any i such that ρ $ sq iÑP sq i`1
with Ppsq iq “ pwhile and Spsq iq P C there exists j ą i such that ρ $ sqjÑP sqj`1 with
Ppsq jq “ pwhile and Spsqjq P C. Note that sq i`1 “ pp; skip; pwhile,Spsq iqq and suppose there
is no k ą i with Ppsqkq “ skip; skip; pwhile. Consequently, for all k ą i there is some uk
such that Ppsqkq “ uk; skip; pwhile holds, and we can define sq
1
k
def
“ pui`k`1,Spsq i`k`1qq for
all k P N. Thus, sq 1 P vpwfairρ X In C and
i`1|sq „ sq 1 such that (a) yields some j with
Ppsq 1jq “ skip, i.e. Ppsq i`j`1q “ skip; skip; pwhile, which is a contradiction.
Then let k ą i with Ppsqkq “ skip; skip; pwhile. Fairness of sq ensures that there are
also some l ą k with Ppsq lq “ skip; pwhile, and some m ą l with Ppsqmq “ pwhile. Once
more, since the position 0 of Ppsqmq is always available, by fairness of sq we obtain some
n ě m with ρ $ sqnÑP sqn`1 and Ppsqnq “ pwhile. In case Spsqnq P C we are done.
Otherwise, we have sqn`1 “ pq,Spsqnqq, Hence,
n`1|sq P vqwfairρ X In  C, such that (b)
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provides some j with Ppsqn`1`jq “ skip, contradicting the assumption that sq does not
reach a skip-configuration.
The intermediate result is a function ψ that sends each i P N with ρ $ sq iÑP sq i`1,
Ppsq iq “ pwhile and Spsq iq P C to ψ i ą i with ρ $ sqψ iÑP sqψ i`1, Ppsqψ iq “ pwhile
and Spsqψ iq P C. Furthermore, fairness of sq ensures that there exists some i0 with ρ $
sq i0 ÑP sq i0`1 and Ppsq i0q “ pwhile. Note that Spsq i0q P C must hold, for otherwise we
would have i0`1|sq P vqwfairρ X In  C and, hence, a contradiction due to (b) as above. Then
we define a strictly ascending infinite sequence φn by ψ
n i0 ` 1.
Let i be an arbitrary natural number in the remainder of the proof. The definition
of φ induces Ppsqφiq “ p; skip; pwhile, Spsqφiq P C and, moreover, Ppsqφi`1´1q “ pwhile.
Hence, there must be the least index n with φi ď n ă φi`1 and Ppsqnq “ skip; skip; pwhile.
Furthermore, for any l with φi ď l ď n there is some ul with Ppsq lq “ ul; skip; pwhile such
that we can define a computation sq 1 by sq 1l
def
“ puφi`l,Spsqφi`lqq for any l ď n ´ φi, and
sq 1l
def
“ pskip,Spsqφi`lqq with sq
1
l´1ÑE sq
1
l if l ą n´φi. Thus, for sq
1 we have φi |sq „ sq 1 and
sq 1 ,T C Ż p ŻQ Ż n´ φi.
9.3. Program correspondence and fair computations. Proposition 4.5 shows how
finite potential computations of a program can be replayed by computations of some corre-
sponding program, and this statement can be extended to infinite potential computations.
However, things get significantly more involved when attempting to do likewise with fair
computations. The major difficulty thereby is that apart from program correspondence
there also must be some kind of matching between positions of the configurations on the
corresponding computations. To sketch that, suppose p has the form ‖u1, . . . , um whereas
q – ‖v1, . . . , vm and we additionally have ρ, ρ
1 |ù ui Ěr vi for all i P t1, . . . ,mu. Now, if
q performs a program step which is due to a position ix with x P Pos vi then it can be
matched by a step of p in ui, based on some position x
1 P Pos ui. Intuitively, in this setting
positions of p and q can be matched componentwise and an exact definition for that will be
elaborated below.
Definition 9.9. A program pρ, pq is called locally non-blocking if for any await C do p1 od
occurring in p we have C “ J and for any σ there exists σ1 such that ρ $ pp1, σq
‹
ÑP pskip, σ
1q.
Furthermore, pρ, pq will be called non-blocking if it is locally non-blocking and for any label
i P Jumpspρ, pq the program pρ, ρ iq is locally non-blocking as well.
In other words, pρ, pq is locally non-blocking iff all x P Pos p are always available. Note
also that as with sequential programs, if pρ, pq is non-blocking then pρ, p1q is non-blocking
for any program step ρ $ pp, σqÑP pp
1, σ1q.
Definition 9.10. Any p and q will be called corresponding componentwise w.r.t. m, r, ρ, ρ1
if there exist p1, . . . , pm and q1, . . . , qm such that p “ ‖p1, . . . , pm, q “ ‖q1, . . . , qm, and
(1) ρ, ρ1 |ù pi Ěr qi,
(2) pρ, piq is sequential,
(3) pρ1, qiq is non-blocking
hold for all i P t1, . . . ,mu.
Moreover, in this setting we need to know which position in Posp has actually been ‘fired’
by a program step ρ $ pp, σqÑP pq, σ
1q. Proposition 9.1 does not provide unique existence
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of such position due to the following technical complication. Consider jump i ‖ jump j with
ρ i “ jump i and ρ j “ jump j. Thus, ρ $ pjump i ‖ jump j, σqÑP pjump i ‖ jump j, σq is the
only possible program step for any σ, regardless which of the positions 10 or 20 we choose.
This ambiguity poses a particular difficulty to replaying fair computations. Furthermore,
it is worth noting that any computation sq P vjump i ‖ jump jwωρ X Env K has the form
pjump i ‖ jump j,Spsq0qq, pjump i ‖ jump j,Spsq0qq, . . . and within the framework one can
neither prove nor disprove that sq is fair: this would require access to the information
which of the components has been chosen at any given step to apply the computational rule
‘Parallel’ in Figure 1.
Avoiding the ambiguity, only those retrieve functions ρ will be considered in the fol-
lowing for which we have ρ i ‰ cjump C to i otherwise u end for any C, i and u. With
this assumption, any transition ρ $ pp, σqÑP pq, σ
1q entails a unique position x P Pos p
with ρ $ pp|x, σqÑP pp
1, σ1q and q “ prp1sx. Such x will be called the fired position of
ρ $ pp, σqÑP pq, σ
1q.
Proposition 9.11. Assume p “ ‖p1, . . . , pm and q “ ‖q1, . . . , qm correspond componentwise
w.r.t. m, r, ρ, ρ1, and sqq P vqwωρ1XEnv id. Further, let σ be a state with pσ,Spsq
q
0qq P r. Then
there exists a computation sqp P vpwωρ X Env id such that Spsq
p
0q “ σ as well as the following
conditions hold for all i P N:
(1) either Ppsqpi q and Ppsq
q
i q correspond componentwise w.r.t. m, r, ρ, ρ
1 or both are skip,
(2) pSpsqpi q,Spsq
q
i qq P r,
(3) if i ą 0 and we have ρ1 $ sqqi´1ÑP sq
q
i with the fired position jx where 1 ď j ď m then
we have the program step ρ $ sqpi´1ÑP sq
p
i which is due to the fired position jx
1 with
some x1.
Proof. We show that any finite computation sq P vpwρ X Env id of length n that satisfies
the conditions (1)–(3) for all i ă n can be extended to sq 1 P vpwρ X Env id of length n ` 1
satisfying the conditions (1)–(3) for all i ď n. This way we can construct a computation
sqp P vpwωρ X Env id by assigning pp, σq to sq
p
0 first, so that for any n P N a configuration
extending sqp0, . . . , sq
p
n can be assigned to sq
p
n`1.
Then assume sq P vpwρXEnv id satisfies the conditions (1)–(3) for all i ă n with n “ |sq |.
Since sqq P Env id, in case of an environment step sqqn´1ÑE sq
q
n we have sq
q
n “ sq
q
n´1, such
that we can extend sq by an environment step to sq0, . . . , sqn´1, sqn where sqn “ sqn´1.
Otherwise, we have a program step ρ1 $ sqqn´1ÑP sq
q
n, i.e. Ppsq
q
n´1q cannot be skip.
Hence, Ppsqn´1q and Ppsq
q
n´1q must correspond componentwise w.r.t. m, r, ρ, ρ
1, such that
Ppsqn´1q “ ‖u1, . . . , um and Ppsq
q
n´1q “ ‖v1, . . . , vm particularly hold with some u1, . . . , um
and v1, . . . , vm.
If sqqn ‰ skip then the transition ρ1 $ sq
q
n´1ÑP sq
q
n has the fired position of the form
jx where 1 ď j ď m and x P Pos vj, such that ρ
1 $ pvj |x,Spsq
q
n´1qqÑP pw,Spsq
q
bqq and
Ppsqqnq “ ‖v1, . . . , vjrwsx, . . . , vm hold with some w. For the component vj we thus have
the program step ρ1 $ pvj ,Spsq
q
n´1qqÑP pvjrwsx,Spsq
q
nqq, and using the correspondence
ρ, ρ1 |ù uj Ěr vj we obtain a step ρ $ puj ,Spsqn´1qqÑP pu
1
j , σq with some u
1
j and σ satisfying
ρ, ρ1 |ù u1j Ěr vjrwsx and pσ,Spsq
q
i qq P r. Hence, there must be a position x
1 P Pos uj and
some w1 such that ρ $ puj |x1 ,Spsq
p
n´1qqÑP pw
1, σq with u1j “ ujrw
1sx1 holds. This further
implies the program step ρ $ p‖u1, . . . , uj , . . . , um,Spsqn´1qqÑP p‖u1, . . . , u
1
j , . . . , um, σq,
such that we can extend sq to sq0, . . . , sqn´1, p‖u1, . . . , u
1
j , . . . , um, σq with the fired position
jx1.
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Lastly, in case sqqn “ skip we have vj “ skip and uj “ skip for all j P t1, . . . ,mu, such
that we can extend sq to sq0, . . . , sqn´1, pskip,Spsqn´1qq.
Next proposition shows that computations retain the fairness property when replayed
as described above.
Proposition 9.12. Let sqp P vpwωρ and sq
q P vqwωρ1 be computations satisfying the conditions
(1)–(3) of Proposition 9.11 for all i P N. Then sqp is fair whenever sqq is.
Proof. Let i be a natural number and y – an always available position of Ppsqpi q. Then by
the condition (1), Ppsqpi q and Ppsq
q
i q must correspond componentwise w.r.t. m, r, ρ, ρ
1, such
that Ppsqpi q “ ‖u1, . . . , um and Ppsq
q
i q “ ‖v1, . . . , vm particularly hold with some u1, . . . , um
and v1, . . . , vm.
If y “ 0 then we have uk “ skip for all k P t1, . . . ,mu and, hence, vk “ skip for all k P
t1, . . . ,mu due to the componentwise correspondence. By fairness of sqq we obtain some j ě
i with Ppsqqj q “‖skip, . . . , skip and Ppsq
q
j`1q “ skip. Thus, sq
q
j`1 is the first skip-configuration
on sqq and, consequently, sqpj`1 must be the first skip-configuration on sq
p. That is,
Ppsqpj q|0 “ Ppsq
p
i q|0 “ ‖skip, . . . , skip as well as ρ $ pPpsq
p
j q|0,Spsq
p
j qqÑP pskip,Spsq
p
j`1qq
hold with Ppsqpj`1q “ skip “ Ppsq
p
jqrskips0.
Next, assume y “ kx with some k P t1, . . . ,mu and x P Pos uk. Then vk ‰ skip
due to ρ, ρ1 |ù uk Ěr vk. Furthermore, since pρ
1, vkq is locally non-blocking there must be
some x1 P Pos vk which is always available, i.e. kx
1 is an always available position of sqqi
and fairness of sqq provides some j ě i such that the following conditions hold for some
v11, . . . , v
1
m:
(a) Ppsqqj q “ ‖v
1
1, . . . , v
1
m,
(b) x1 P Pos v1k,
(c) ρ1 $ sqqjÑP sq
q
j`1 has the fired position kx
1.
Thus, we have sqpj “ ‖u
1
1, . . . , u
1
m and the condition (3) of Proposition 9.11 provides some
x11 P Pos u1k that has been fired by ρ $ sq
p
j ÑP sq
p
j`1. Now, the position kx in sq
p
i could
have been fired prior to j by some step ρ $ sqpl ÑP sq
p
l`1 with i ď l ă j. If this is the
case then we are done. Otherwise, kx remains available up to j and, moreover, we have
Ppsqpi q|kx “ Ppsq
p
jq|kx. That is, we have x, x
11 P Pos u1k, and since by the condition (1) of
Proposition 9.11 u1k is locally sequential, x must be equal to x
11.
As a preparation to the next section, the following corollary explicitly states how ter-
mination can be established by means of componentwise correspondence.
Corollary 9.13. Assume p “ ‖p1, . . . , pm and q “ ‖q1, . . . , qm correspond componentwise
w.r.t. m, r, ρ, ρ1 and
(1) P 1 Ď r ¨ P ,
(2) for any computation sq P vpwfairρ X Env idX In P there exists some i with Ppsq iq “ skip.
Then for any computation sq P vqwfairρ1 XEnv idXIn P
1 there exists some i with Ppsq iq “ skip.
Proof. Let sqq P vqwfairρ1 X Env idX In P
1. Since (1) provides some σ P P with pσ,Spsqq0qq P r,
from Proposition 9.11 we obtain a computation sqp P vpwωρ X Env id X In P that is fair by
Proposition 9.12. Then from (2) follows that there must be some i with Ppsqpi q “ skip, and
with ρ, ρ1 |ù Ppsqpi q Ěr Ppsq
q
i q we can conclude that Ppsq
q
i q must be skip as well.
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10. Case Study: Termination of Mutex
Recall the model of the Peterson’s mutual exclusion algorithm shown in Figure 2. The de-
velopments in Section 6 and Section 8 have implicitly utilised its property that the threads
cannot be simultaneously in their critical sections to show that some specified task will be ac-
complished correctly upon termination. However, in this sense any other model that simply
keeps one of the threads from entering its critical section would exhibit the same property
and deviate from mutex only regarding liveness. Therefore, the question of termination will
be addressed in this section, ultimately establishing correctness of mutex.
Fairness is central to this end: it is not overly difficult to come up with a computation
in vthread0 cs0 ‖ thread1 cs1w
ω that does not terminate without any environment steps
whatsoever. For example, one may consider the following scenario: when both flag0 and
flag1 have been set, thread0 also sets turn, enters its ‘busy waiting’ phase, and is busy
to such an extent that it keeps thread1 from performing turn :“ False. This could go
on perpetually, violating the fairness condition, though. Hence, the goal of this section
shall be to establish that any computation in vthread0 cs0 ‖ thread1 cs1w
fair X Env id will
eventually terminate, provided that cs0 and cs1 terminate. Also for this task the auxiliary
variables turn aux0 and turn aux1 are essential, and once more we will consider the model
in Figure 3 first.
According to the approach from the previous section, this goal can be achieved by a
refutation of the statement
Dsq P Env id. sq ,N  turn aux0 ^ turn aux1 Ż thread aux0 cs0 ‖ thread aux1 cs1 Ż K
Thus, for the remainder of this section, let sq init P Env id be a fixed computation such that
sq init ,N  turn aux0 ^ turn aux1 Ż thread aux0 cs0 ‖ thread aux1 cs1 ŻK (10.1)
Sketching a rough refutation plan for (10.1), application of the rule for the parallel
composition (Proposition 9.7) would lead to the three cases: either both, thread aux0 and
thread aux1, do not terminate, or thread aux0 terminates but thread aux1 does not, or vice
versa.
In the first case with non-terminating thread aux0 and thread aux1 we can infer that
flag1 ^ turn as well as flag0 ^  turn must hold infinitely often on sq
init. In particular,
this means that the value of turn alternates ad infinitum on sq init. Furthermore, from a
certain point both, turn aux0 and turn aux1, will hold perpetually. Then taking also into
account the mutex aux guarantee condition turn aux0 ^ turn aux1 ÝÑ turn “ turn
1,
from a certain point turn will remain constant, contradicting the previous conclusion that
turn flips infinitely often.
In the second case, termination of thread aux0 entails that at some point turn aux0 has
been set on sq init and, at some later point, flag0 has been reset. Thus, using the guarantees
turn aux0 ÝÑ turn aux
1
0 and turn aux0 ^ flag
1
0 ÝÑ flag0, we could infer that  flag0
holds perpetually starting from the point where it has been reset. On the other hand, non-
termination of thread aux1 entails that the condition flag0 ^  turn holds infinitely often.
Altogether, this would yield the existence of a state where both,  flag0 and flag0, hold.
To start rendering all that more accurately, consider the following extended Hoare triple,
derivable using the program logic rules from Section 5:
|ùω tid,  turn aux0^ turn aux1uthread aux0 cs0 ‖ thread aux1 cs1 tJ, Gglobal u (10.2)
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provided |ù tJ, Ju cs0 tJ, Gcsu and |ù tJ, Ju cs1 tJ, Gcsu hold, where Gcs abbreviates
the guarantee condition
turn aux0 “ turn aux
1
0 ^ turn aux1 “ turn aux
1
1 ^
flag0 “ flag
1
0 ^ flag1 “ flag
1
1 ^ turn “ turn
1
which simply forces critical sections not to modify the auxiliary and the protocol variables.
As opposed to Section 6, where guarantees of thread aux0 cs0 ‖ thread aux1 cs1 remained
unspecified, in (10.2) Gglobal stands for
pturn aux0 ÝÑ turn aux
1
0q ^ pturn aux1 ÝÑ turn aux
1
1q ^
pturn aux0 ^ flag
1
0 ÝÑ flag0q ^ pturn aux1 ^ flag
1
1 ÝÑ flag1q ^
pturn aux0 ^ turn aux1 ÝÑ turn “ turn
1q
and contains the rules which thread aux0 cs0 ‖ thread aux1 cs1 follows when modifying the
auxiliary and protocol variables. Now, sq init P Prog Gglobal is the essential consequence of
sq init P Env id, (10.1) and (10.2), such that the property sq init P Env idXProg Gglobal enables
the following two propositions, where σi denotes the state of the i-th configuration on sq
init,
i.e. Spsq initi q.
Proposition 10.1. Assume σnturn aux0 and σmturn aux1. Then there exists some d
such that σiturn “ σjturn holds for all i ě d and j ě d.
Proof. Let d be the maximum of n andm. Due to the guarantees turn aux0 ÝÑ turn aux
1
0
and turn aux1 ÝÑ turn aux
1
1 we have σiturn aux0^σiturn aux1 for all i ě d. Further-
more, turn aux0 ^ turn aux1 ÝÑ turn “ turn
1 implies σiturn “ σi`1turn for all i ě d,
which induces σiturn “ σjturn for all i ě d and j ě d.
Proposition 10.2. Assume σmturn aux0 and  σnflag0 with m ď n. Then σiturn aux0
and  σiflag0 hold for all i ě n.
Proof. The assumption σmturn aux0 and the guarantee turn aux0 ÝÑ turn aux
1
0 induce
σiturn aux0 for all i ě m, and for all i ě n in particular. Then  σnflag0 and the guarantee
turn aux0 ^ flag
1
0 ÝÑ flag0 additionally induce  σiflag0 for all i ě n.
Regarding critical sections, we will assume termination of cs0 and cs1: each of the
statements
sq ,N P Ż cs0 ŻK (10.3)
and
sq ,N P Ż cs1 ŻK (10.4)
shall lead to a contradiction for any sq and P .
With all these preparations we can advance to processing (10.1) by successive appli-
cation of the rules from the previous section. In the first step, Proposition 9.7 yields two
computations sq0 with sq init „ sq0 and sq1 with sq init „ sq1 such that either
sq0 ,N  turn aux0 ^ turn aux1 Ż thread aux0 cs0 ŻK (10.5)
and
sq1 ,N  turn aux0 ^ turn aux1 Ż thread aux1 cs1 ŻK (10.6)
or
sq0 ,T  turn aux0 ^ turn aux1 Ż thread aux0 cs0 ŻK Ż n (10.7)
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and
sq1 ,N  turn aux0 ^ turn aux1 Ż thread aux1 cs1 ŻK (10.8)
hold with some n. Note once more that the third case is symmetric to (10.7) and (10.8)
and therefore not treated here.
Processing (10.5) and (10.6) leads to several trivially refutable branches with statements
such as
sq 1 ,N  turn aux0 ^ turn aux1 Ż flag0 :“ True Ż K, or
sq 11 ,N J Ż xturn :“ True; turn aux0 :“ Truey Ż K
for some sq 1 and sq 11. Also notice that all of the subcases claiming terminating while-
statements are similarly simply refutable since none of the subsequent code can be non-
terminating due to (10.3) and (10.4). The remaining essential case comprises
(a) some m0,m1 with σm0turn aux0 and σm1turn aux1,
(b) two strictly ascending sequences of natural numbers φ,ψ and some d0 ą m0, d1 ą m1
such that σφi`d0flag1 ^ σφi`d0turn and σψi`d1flag0 ^ σψi`d1turn hold for all i P N,
where we continue to write σi for the state of the i-th configuration on sq
init. Then Propo-
sition 10.1 and (a) imply that there exists some d with σiturn “ σjturn for all i, j ě d. In
particular, we have σφd`d0turn “ σψd`d1turn, since φd ` d0 ě d and ψd ` d1 ě d, whereas
σφd`d0turn and  σψd`d1turn follow from (b).
Next, backtracking to the case with (10.7) and (10.8), the termination assumption
(10.7) provides  σnflag0 as well as some m ă n with σmturn aux0. Then Proposition 10.2
yields  σiflag0 for all i ě n. On the other hand, (10.8) entails some strictly ascending
sequence φ and some d with σφi`dflag0 ^  σφi`dturn for all i P N. Thus, we can derive
both, σφn`dflag0 and  σφn`dflag0, since φn ` d ě n.
The following proposition summarises what has been derived so far.
Proposition 10.3. Assume
(1) |ù tJ, Ju cs0 tJ, Gcsu,
(2) |ù tJ, Ju cs1 tJ, Gcsu,
(3) sq ,N P Ż cs0 Ż K leads to a contradiction for any sq and P ,
(4) sq ,N P Ż cs1 Ż K leads to a contradiction for any sq and P .
Then any sq P vthread aux0 cs0 ‖ thread aux1 cs1w
fair X Env id, additionally satisfying the
input condition In p turn aux0 ^ turn aux1q, eventually reaches a skip-configuration.
10.1. Removing the auxiliaries. As in the first part of the case study in Section 6, the ac-
tual goal of this section is to prove liveness of the mutual exclusion model that does not make
use of auxiliary variables, i.e.mutex shown in Figure 2. Consequently, the correspondences
|ù thread aux0 cs0 Ěreqv thread0 cs0 and |ù thread aux1 cs1 Ěreqv thread1 cs1, established
in the proof of Proposition 6.2 can be reused to show that thread aux0 ‖ thread aux1 corre-
sponds componentwise to thread0 ‖ thread1 since thread aux0 and thread aux1 are sequential,
whereas thread0 and thread1 – non-blocking, provided cs0 and cs1 are both: sequential and
non-blocking. The proof of the following proposition utilises the componentwise correspon-
dence.
Proposition 10.4. Assume
(1) |ù tJ, Ju cs0 tJ, Gcsu,
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(2) |ù tJ, Ju cs1 tJ, Gcsu,
(3) sq ,N P Ż cs0 Ż K leads to a contradiction for any sq and P ,
(4) sq ,N P Ż cs1 Ż K leads to a contradiction for any sq and P ,
(5) |ù cs0 Ěreqv cs0,
(6) |ù cs1 Ěreqv cs1,
(7) cs0 and cs1 are sequential and non-blocking.
Then any sq P vthread0 cs0 ‖ thread1 cs1w
fair X Env id eventually reaches a skip-configuration.
Proof. Using the assumptions (1)–(4), from Proposition 10.3 follows that any computation
sq P vthread aux0 cs0 ‖ thread aux1 cs1w
fair XEnv idXInp turn aux0^ turn aux1q eventu-
ally reaches a skip-configuration. Thus, in order to apply Corollary 9.13 it remains to show
J Ď reqv ¨ p turn aux0^ turn aux1q, i.e. for any σ there must be σ
1 with  σ1turn aux0,
 σ1turn aux1 and pσ
1, σq P reqv. This state is σrturn aux0:“False,turn aux1:“Falses.
Finally, instantiating critical sections cs0 and cs1 in Proposition 10.4 by shared update0
and shared update1, defined in Section 6.4, leads to the conclusion that any computation
sq P vmutex shared update0 shared update1w
fair X Env id reaches a skip-configuration.
11. Dividing Indivisible Steps
Program correspondences have been defined stepwise such that it is possible to establish
connections like |ù basic t1 Ě basic pt3 ˝ t2q with some state transformers t1, t2, t3, but
impossible to extend the chain to basic t2; basic t3.
Taking the particular perspective of the rely/guarantee program logic, one can explain
that by means of Proposition 5.4: the program correspondence rule would imply that any
property |ù tR, P u basic pt3 ˝ t2q tQ, Gu is also a property of basic t2; basic t3 if assuming
|ù basic pt3 ˝ t2q Ě basic t2; basic t3. This cannot be the case in general, since basic t2; basic t3
could be subject to more interferences in first place. Moreover, that basic pt3 ˝ t2q complies
with the guarantee G does not imply that basic t2 and basic t3 do, meaning that not only
anything that might run in parallel to a thread containing basicpt3˝t2q can potentially affect
its behaviours if basic pt3 ˝ t2q becomes replaced by basic t2; basic t3, but also behaviours of
anything that might run in parallel to the thread could be affected too. Nonetheless, quite
frequently many properties can be retained replacing some basic pg ˝ fq by basic f ; basic g
across a program, and the goal of the section is, in principle, to give sufficient conditions
for that.
Regarding extended Hoare triples, an approach can be to focus on their derivations
for sequential program components by means of the rules presented in Section 5. More
precisely, let $seq tR, P u p tQ, Gu be the smallest set that is closed under the rules of
Section 5, excluding the parallel composition rule (Proposition 5.8). As we want to keep
the focus on the essentials in this section, suppose that the program correspondence rule
(Proposition 5.4) is omitted as well, with the sole aim to make the induction and the rule
inversion for $seq tR, P u p tQ, Gu simpler.
This construction exhibits the following two key properties. First, any derivation $seq
tR, P u p tQ, Gu, having $seq tR
1, P 1u q tQ1, G1u as a subderivation, can be replayed with
$seq tR
1, P 1u q1 tQ1, G1u in place of $seq tR
1, P 1u q tQ1, G1u, provided the latter implies the
former. This would yield a derivation of $seq tR, P u p
1 tQ, Gu where p1 is obtained by
replacing q by q1 within p. Second, the rely R and the guarantee G remain fixed across
any derivation of $seq tR, P u p tQ, Gu, unless an await-statement occurs in p. In such
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cases, however, the rule for await (Proposition5.12) merely alters R and G to K and J,
respectively. Therefore, if we make global assumptions about R and G, which particularly
hold with K and J in place of R and G, then these would apply to any subderivation of
$seq tR, P u p tQ, Gu. The conditions (1) and (2) in the following proposition, where f
G
denotes the graph of a function f , act as such global assumptions.
Proposition 11.1. Assume $seq tR, P u basic pg ˝ fq tQ, Gu and
(1) fG ˛R Ď R ˛ fG,
(2) pσ, f σq P G and pf σ, pg ˝ fq σq P G for any state σ with pσ, pg ˝ fq σq P G.
Then $seq tR, P u basic f ; basic g tQ, Gu.
Proof. Note that $seq tR, P u basic pg ˝ fq tQ, Gu implies
(3) R ¨ P Ď P and
(4) P Ď tσ | pg ˝ fq σ P Q^ pσ, pg ˝ fq σq P Gu
by inversion of the rule for basic (Proposition 5.7).
As the first step, we show $seq tR, P u basic f tf
G ¨ P, Gu. To this end, notice that
pσ, f σq P G holds for any σ P P , since for any such σ we can obtain pσ, pg ˝ fq σq P G
from (4), and then pσ, f σq P G by (2). Thus, $seq tR, P u basic f tf
G ¨ P, Gu follows from
Proposition 5.7 and (3).
Second, we show $seq tR, f
G ¨ P u basic g tQ, Gu. In that case, however, in order to
apply Proposition 5.7 we also need to establish the stability condition R ¨ pfG ¨P q Ď fG ¨P ,
which holds since R ¨ pfG ¨ P q “ pfG ˛Rq ¨ P Ďby (1) pR ˛ fGq ¨ P “ fG ¨ pR ¨ P q Ďby (3) fG ¨ P .
Furthermore, pf σ, pg ˝ fq σq P G holds for any σ P P , since we first derive pσ, pg ˝ fq σq P G
from (4) and then pf σ, pg ˝ fq σq P G from (2).
Altogether, with fG ¨P as S in the rule for the sequential composition (Proposition 5.10)
we can infer $seq tR, P u basic f ; basic g tQ, Gu, since basic g ‰ skip.
As a result, replacing any basic pg ˝ fq by basic f ; basic g across p yields a program p1
such that in any derivation $seq tR, P u p tQ, Gu we can also replace any subderivation
$seq tR, P
1u basic pg ˝ fq tQ1, Gu by $seq tR, P
1u basic f ; basic g tQ1, Gu in order to obtain
$seq tR, P up
1 tQ, Gu, provided R,G, f and g satisfy the conditions (1) and (2) of the above
statement. Note that since we can infer |ù tR, P uptQ, Gu from $seq tR, P uptQ, Gu but not
the other way around, in order to utilise this method, transformational developments would
have to focus on sequential components in separate first, and assemble these by means of
the parallel composition only when all necessary splits have been done.
Shifting now the attention to liveness properties, such splits can produce different effects.
In the simplest situations when p does not contain any while- and await-statements and there-
fore terminates on all inputs, any split in p will clearly retain this property. For instance,
such situation was present in the previous section with shared update0 and shared update1.
Regardless which splits will be performed to obtain some shared update10 and shared update
1
1,
e.g. the statement sq ,N P Ż shared update
1
0 Ż K would still lead to a contradiction for any
sq and P .
Generally, however, that sq ,N P Ż p Ż K yields a contradiction for any sq does not
need to imply that sq 1 ,N P Ż p
1
Ż K can be refuted as well. For instance, refutation of the
statement (10.1) in the previous section was in particular based on the guarantees Gglobal
derived via the extended Hoare triple (10.2). As described above, splitting some atomic step
in thread aux0 cs0 ‖ thread aux1 cs1 does not need to retain the property (10.2). But without
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this argument, termination of the transformed model would, in turn, become questionable.
12. Conclusion and Outlook
The paper gave a comprehensive presentation of a framework, built as a conservative exten-
sion to the simply typed higher-order logic and geared towards modelling, verification and
transformation of concurrent imperative programs. The essential points were:
- a concise computational model encompassing fine-grained interleaving, state abstraction
and jumps;
- stepwise program correspondence relations, in particular capturing program equivalence
and providing transformations to low-level representations;
- a Hoare-style rely/guarantee program logic, independent from the type of the underlying
states, and featuring the program correspondence rule as a generalised rule of consequence;
- a light-weight extension of the logic to enable state relations in place of postconditions;
- a notion of fair computations;
- a refutational approach to verification of basic liveness properties using the fairness notion;
- and, last but not least, conditions that enable splits of indivisible steps without loss of
program properties, complementing transformations by program correspondence.
Many of the presented methods could be enhanced. This applies in first place to verification
of liveness properties. A challenging task would be to extend the notion of fairness towards
fairer treatment of await-statements in general and not only in the very special case of
atomic sections. As pointed out in Section 9.1, this would demand lots of care in order to
avert inconspicuous reasoning with non-existent computations. The refutational approach
could also be further refined to address more sophisticated questions such as whether fair
computations not just reach certain states, but visit these infinitely often. Furthermore, the
approach could be enhanced towards more modularity as well as more advanced reasoning
about effects of atomicity splits, as sketched in the previous section.
The case study described a verification process of a model of the Peterson’s mutual
exclusion algorithm, featuring abstraction from the actual contents of critical sections. It
surely did not aim at proclaiming correctness of something that is well-known to be correct
anyway, but to illustrate how the framework can assist in proving properties of intricate
models with interleaved computations. Apart from that, it also attempted to highlight the
logical principles behind the algorithm that achieves mutual exclusion and termination in
a remarkable way without any restrictions on interleaving, save fairness, of course.
What the case study might also have conveyed is how entangled the behaviours of
programs running in parallel can become. And maybe a concept or a line of argumentation,
presented in the course of the paper, could contribute to the development of provably safe
and secure concurrent software systems.
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